ALL STAR
EQUESTRIAN
PERSONNEL HANDBOOK

MISSION STATEMENT
To improve physical, cognitive, and emotional fitness through
therapeutic horseback riding, equine assisted activities, and therapies.
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STAFF AND EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK
INTRODUCTION
All Star Equestrian Foundation, Inc. (ASEF) is a 501©3 non-profit foundation and is a therapeutic horseback
riding center located on the Mansfield/Burleson border. The mailing address is P. O. Box 892, Mansfield,
Texas 76063, and the physical address is 6601 FM 2738, Burleson, Texas 76028. The purpose of ASEF is to
provide therapeutic horseback riding in a professional environment for people with cognitive, physical and
emotional disabilities. Services include equine assisted activities, therapeutic horseback riding and
Occupational and Physical Therapy using the horse to using their own specific skills: improve balance, build
upper body strength, improve self confidence, enhance fine and gross motor skills, and focus on helping the
rider to ride as independently as he or she is able and much more. Each employee is considered an important
part of a team that allows us to provide for the needs of our riders.

Personnel Handbook Guidelines Policy
1. No changes in the following policies are authorized without approval of the Board of Directors of All Star
Equestrian Foundation (ASEF) or the Program Director, and all changes shall be in writing and
distributed to the staff. No one else is authorized to make any other representations. ASEF reserves
the right to change or make exceptions to any of these policies or employee benefits at any time. This
handbook is for informational purposes only and under no circumstances is it to be construed as a
contract.
2. All employees will be required to read this document on employment and at time of any revisions.

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
Orientation and Probation Period
All new employees must participate in a General Orientation session and Horse Handling as soon as possible
after hire. The first month of employment is considered an orientation, during which time the employee and the
Program Director (PD) can determine the suitability of the employee for the position they are seeking. After
this first month of employment, employment may be terminated by either employee or employer without further
obligation, prejudice or usual formal notice. The orientation and probation period may be extended at the
discretion of the PD and/or ASEF.
Upon satisfactory completion of thirty consecutive calendar days of orientation, the employee will be
designated a regular full or part-time employee.
Personnel Records
Personnel records are confidential. They are available for inspection only to you, the PD, and the Board of
Directors of ASEF. The employee will be notified of any other requests for information concerning their
personnel status, and no information will be released without the express approval of the employee. To ensure
that your personnel records are accurate and up-to-date, please report immediately any change affecting your
name, number of dependents, marital status, address, phone number or licensure to the PD. The PD is
responsible for ensuring your personnel records are current.
Licensed or Certified Employees
All professionally licensed or certified staff must present evidence of current licensure and certification of
eligibility to practice in the State of Texas. A current copy of the certification for therapeutic riding instruction
from PATH INTERNATIONAL should be kept in the employee’s personnel file as well as current CPR or BLS
and First Aid certification. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain current credentials of practice
requiring periodic renewal and provide the PD with photocopies of such documents before they expire and as
they are renewed.
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Working Hours and Pay Schedule
ASEF generally provides classes for riders from 8:00am to 7:30pm Tuesday through Thursday and 8:30am to
2:00pm on Saturdays. However, the hours are subject to change in order to accommodate our riders, and
each session is up for revision. Work hours may include instruction of classes, OT/PT sessions, administrative
work, required paperwork, arena care, horse care, show preparation, approved hourly work, schooling, horse
handling and/or approved hourly work. General operating hours for administrative staff are T/W/Th from
8:00am to 12:00, and 2:00pm to 6:00pm, and Saturday from 8:00am to 12:00. General operating hours for
instructors and barn staff can be M/T/W/Th/F/Sat from 8:00am to 12:00, and 2:00pm to 7:30pm – plus
scheduled feeding times during week. Hours may be adjusted accordingly for different semesters. For
approved hourly work, please confirm with PD and mark what the hours were for on your timesheet.
Pay Periods and Payroll Checks
Except under unusual circumstances, all employees are paid once a month by check on the first day of each
month. Hourly staff and instructors will turn in timesheet by the last day of each month and paid on the first
day of the following month.
For hourly employees and instructors, the Program Director adds up hours off time sheets at the end of the
month and gives to the Executive Director. Checks will be distributed on first day of each month. If a holiday
interferes with the first day of the month, the checks will be distributed on the first working day following.
Benefit Eligibility
At this time, ASEF does not have any group benefits
Health Insurance
At this time, ASEF does not offer group medical or dental insurance to its employees.
Incident Reports – A24
It is the responsibility of any ASEF employee that is witness to an incident or occurrence that could
involve the safety of a participant, staff, personnel or equine during the course of a therapeutic riding
class or daily routine, to ensure that an Incident Report is filled out. Blank forms are located in the file
cabinets close to the copier. The Instructor of a class or administrative staff need to supervise the filling
out of this form, and please be sure that the Incident Report is filled out in its entirety – date, time,
location, those present, instructor present, actual description of what happened (left or right), and
witness signature. These incidents may include: horse bites, kicking, stepping on feet, fires, natural
disasters, personnel crises or behavior, or any other situations posing serious threat to the safety of
others.
After completing form, please give to Program Director
Employee Status
Orienting Employee – An employee working in their initial one month of employment
Regular Full-Time Employee – An employee that works 40 hours per week on a regularly scheduled
basis
Part-Time Employee – An employee that works 1-20 hours per week on a regularly scheduled
basis
Temporary – An individual who is hired for a specific period of time or for a
particular task which may take an undetermined period to complete (Sub work).
Hourly Employee – Administrative staff such as Volunteer Coordinator, Administrative
Assistant, Office Assistant, Executive Director
Exempt Status – “Hourly” employees whose positions are exempt from overtime provisions of
The Fair Labor Standards Act because of executive, professional or administrative responsibilities
Non-Exempt Status – “Hourly” employees whose positions are covered under provision of the
Fair Labor Standards Act for determination of overtime pay
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Personal Phone Calls
An effort should be made to confine personal telephone calls and personal business calls (whether on cell or
ASEF phone) to meal periods or non-working hours (not on hourly working times). No personal long distance
calls are allowed, unless approved by the employee’s Supervisor/Director prior to making the call.
Sick Pay
At this time, ASEF does not offer sick pay or sick days.
Holidays
All Star Equestrian recognizes major holidays such as Easter, Memorial Day, 4th of July, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Most major holidays are taken into consideration when planning the semester
riding schedule, and classes are not held on holiday weekends. At this time, holidays are unpaid.
Vacation
There is a one-week break between all semesters, a one month break in August, and a break during the
Christmas holidays between Fall and Winter semesters. These breaks allow employees to work on an asneeded basis according to their job position. Hourly staff will be working off and on in August, and instructors
that were full time for at least one year will be given a stipend in August since they are unable to instruct any
classes (Full time instructors would be those that worked 40 hours weekly during the Spring). Salaried staff
will be paid one day of vacation for each year they have worked at ASEF. Other holidays will not be paid and
will be deducted from monthly salary. Scheduled vacations should be sent to Program Director via email for
approval so that we can be sure all classes will be covered adequately.
Absence
ASEF asks that employees please make every effort to schedule personal vacations, doctor appointments, or
other personal days of absence on days that are allotted for holidays or scheduled vacation times or during off
hours.
Attendance
Absence – When it is necessary for an employee to be absent for any reason, they should notify the Program
Director as soon as possible in writing, text or email, but not later than the time their shift begins. An absence
should always be reported to the Program Director rather than leaving a message with a fellow employee.
Punctuality
All employees are expected to be punctual in reporting to work on their scheduled hours. If you expect to be
late, it is asked that you call in and leave a message with the Program Director (not other staff members).
Excessive tardiness will be reflected in the performance evaluations and may be grounds for termination.
Performance Appraisal
There will be periodic performance appraisals providing a continuing record of your skills and development in
your job. Pay increases are not automatic, and they are the result of a satisfactory performance review with
emphasis placed on ability, attendance and attitude when funds are available. It also provides an opportunity
for you and your Director to discuss ways to improve your performance, as well as future plans for growth and
development. Performance appraisals will be done on an as needed basis, and the Director may elect to
review an employee’s performance more frequently if he or she feels it would be beneficial. Employee
personnel records will reflect these reviews. Always contact the Program Director if you would like a review or
if you have questions about performance.
Severance Phase
Resignation – The definition “proper notice” is met when these procedures are followed: All employees are
required to give written notice of not less than thirty (30) consecutive calendar days.
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For an employee that does not give proper notice, the final check will be prepared at the next pay period. It will
be mailed at their request, in writing, to a designated mailing address.
Termination
Except in the case of a discharge for cause, ASEF will give a minimum of two week notice when a regular
employee’s services are no longer needed.
“Cause,” as used in the above context, shall be any violation of conduct, which shall be defined as, but not
limited to, the following: incompetence (inability to perform job standards), disrespect for other staff,
misconduct, inefficiency, irregular attendance, unauthorized absence or repeated absenteeism, neglect of duty,
Grievance Procedure
If an employee is convinced that a working condition exists which seriously impairs effective and efficient work
performance, every attempt should be made to resolve the problem through the Program Director. A written
grievance should be given to the Director stating their concerns, and the issue will then be discussed with the
Board of Directors by the Program Director if the problem cannot be resolved
Confidentiality – A22
When a rider comes to ASEF, the riding center assumes an obligation to keep in confidence all information
pertaining to their illness, family and financial condition. Such confidence is the responsibility of every
employee. If negligence in this matter is observed, the employee may be terminated, in the best interest of
ASEF and riders.
To maintain confidentiality of information gathered for riders, volunteers and personnel: A15, A16, A7
Each evening, the last staff personnel at the facility is responsible for:
Locking Rider/Volunteer File Cabinets (PD will lock up personnel files)
Set alarm and lock office door
Rider Files: Kept in file cabinet during working hours in back office and supervised by staff. Each evening, the
file is locked.
Volunteer Files: Kept in file cabinet during working hours, and each evening the file is locked.
Personnel Files: All releases are kept in Volunteer File, and all other personal information is kept in Program
Directors file cabinet and PD is responsible for locking in the evenings.
Please do not leave information out on your desk when you leave each evening pertaining to rider, volunteer or
staff – if you have an inbox you can simply turn the paperwork over or you can put the turned over paperwork
in a discreet place on your desk to the side.
Also, to maintain complete confidentiality of our rider/volunteer/personnel files, do not give out last names,
contact information or any information for any person involved with All Star Equestrian without prior approval
from that person. A Medical Information Release Form is available in the office for those riders/families that
want information released or sent to another organization or party. We will not release any information without
the signed and witnessed form.
If there is verbal or written information given at front desk area or to an instructor pertaining to health issues,
surgeries, problems at home, problems that families of the riders are having – ANYTHING – please do not
repeat to anyone other than the PD or Assistant Program Director (APD). They can disburse this information
as needed to the instructor and/or to the Accounting Manager to manage invoicing.
FACILITY INFORMATION
Maintenance of Facility - F1
The maintenance of the facility will be performed by All Star Equestrian Foundation. This would include
repairing fence, keeping the arena surface in good order, and repairing arena equipment. It is the
responsibility of ASEF to keep the bathrooms clean, sweep the alleyways, pick up trash and debris from
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pastures, empty the trash, keep aisles clear of obstacles and keep the grounds clean and safe for our riders. It
is the responsibility of the staff to ensure that any equipment and/or maintenance supplies, such as hoses,
sprinklers, ladders, etc., are properly put back in place after usage to ensure that the alleyways are kept safe
and clear. ASEF employees and volunteers are responsible for keeping the stalls clean if and when therapy
horses are stalled. Any unsafe flooring or broken feed containers are to be reported to the ASEF staff and
replaced.
Please report any safety issues or need for repair to PD or APD.

PATH INSTRUCTOR OR OT/PT PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES
PERSONNEL RECORDS – A15, A16
Personnel records are confidential. Record storage is the same as stated in Employee Policies, and PD is
responsible for storing these files. Often these files contain information that will need to be sent to funding
agencies to retain authorization approval.
CONTINUED EDUCATION
Instructors are required to obtain Continuing Education in accordance with PATH INTERNATIONAL standards.
All requests for reimbursements to attend local clinics or workshops must be approved by the Program Director
at least one month in advance. If approved, ASEF will pay for registration fees up to a certain limit as
determined by the Program Director. Please make every effort to get CEU hours within the Dallas/Fort Worth
area to avoid traveling and extra expenses.
As you renew credentials each year, please give a copy of your CEU hour page to PD for your files.
PAPERWORK – M1
Certifications
It is your responsibility to maintain:
CPR or BLS/FIRST AID certification and give to the PD before they expire.
PATH certification and/or OT or PT license renewals and give to Program Director before they expire. Not
only do PATH standards require this, we also need to maintain current paperwork for funding agencies.
Progress Notes: Keep your daily progress notes filled out completely and in a timely manner after each class
(1) Use last and first names for all (2) fill out complete date (3) Lesson plan (4) game and/or props (5)
measured progress or lack of progress, (6) what assist were needed for each class, things to work on or
improve upon.
Rider Initial Evaluation on each new rider before they begin or upon their first visit.
End of Session form – fill out at end of each session and put with the progress notes for that session.
Incident Reports - A24 -Incident reports must be filled out each time an incident occurs that results in, or nearly
results in, danger to individuals or horses in the program. It is your responsibility to determine the severity of
the occurrence and if it needs to be recorded. These incidents may include: fires, natural disasters, personnel
crises or behavior, or other situations posing serious threat to the safety of others. An occurrence is defined
as: an incident that occurs that could involve the safety of a participant, staff, personnel or equine during the
course of a therapeutic riding class or daily routine.
Personal Liability Insurance for OT or PT – M2
Each OT or PT as a licensed health care professional must maintain their own professional liability insurance.
Please give a copy of each renewal to the PD for files.
Liability Insurance – M2
All Staff is covered under Markel insurance during therapeutic riding activities.
Funded paperwork - For funded riders, please fill out appropriate paperwork and turn in after each class. For
funded rider’s progress notes, please write the progress notes using the goals and measurable objectives as
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written on quarterly forms. Some funding agencies also require call-in information; this must be done by day’s
end.
Contractual Agreement – M3 - between health care professional and center – Please keep a current signed
agreement on file at the center.
CLASS PROCEDURE AND DAILY SCHEDULE: Keep it efficient and timely
Greet riders and volunteers as they arrive
One hour before class check volunteer status on Daily Schedule and/or with Volunteer Coordinator
Assure that horses are pulled into arena for your class or classes in a timely manner that leaves
time for volunteers to groom/tack and for leader to do warmup before class
Assign volunteers at least 30 minutes before class
Ask leaders to pull horses off wall 10 min before class and bring them close to #4 to put on
bridle/reins and tighten girth (this allows the instructor to easily go over tack before class)
Start class on time – if you have 4 or more riders arrange for help with mounting with another instructor
Check rider for correct helmet and helmet fit
Exercises
Horsemanship Skill
Game or Activity to reinforce horsemanship skill
CLASS:
Do you have your walkie talkie? (Please carry a walkie talkie and be certain that it is charged adequately for
your class. (At times during your class, you may need assistance). Instructors should always wear a walkietalkie at All Star. They are used as a means of communication in an emergency, a way to call for help during
class, and a safety measure when taking a class out of the arena.
Allow the horses to work for your rider
Use the three-dimensional movement according to the disability
Use the width of the horse to work on balance
Challenge your riders as their self-confidence builds
Don’t be afraid to use different tack if your rider needs a change
Our goal is for each rider to ride as independently as possible, but remember that the order of the day is (1)
Safety (2) Horsemanship skill (3) Fun
Make your class fun - Stay upbeat. if the rider does not have fun and enjoy the class, they will not come back.
If your rider does not have fun and improve and ASK to come back, the parents will not send them back.
If you find that you have a personality conflict with either rider or parents, ask the Program Director for
assistance or advice. Try to address any concerns or problems as they come up with parents. Don’t let the
problem fester. Keep the PD aware of any problems.
Please make the PD aware of anything you consider abusive as you observe during classes – riders,
volunteers or horses.
If you don’t want to be scheduled for a particular class or rider, let the PD know before the semester scheduling
or after the first schedule is handed out.
Please notify the PD if a rider comes off or if anyone is injured by putting the Incident Report on PDs desk.
PD will periodically monitor classes. If the PD has any suggestions, they will be made in private after class
UNLESS a safety hazard is noticed during class. IF a parent on the sidelines is concerned about their rider in
the arena, the PD may inform the instructor during class.
An instructor is wholly responsible for their class –
Supervise the grooming and tacking
Assign volunteers and announce leaders to take horses off wall 5-10 minutes before the class
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Prepare and start mounting at the correct time
Choose exercises that are age appropriate, disability appropriate – involve class
Introduce new horsemanship skill
Have a game or activity set up to practice new horsemanship skill
Games:
Age appropriate
Set up before class; tear down after class unless next instructor asks to use it
PUT UP GAME PROPS AFTER YOUR CLASS. If your rider’s drop the game
props in the dirt, please clean them before putting them up.
Don’t set up games or patterns where riders end up standing for periods of time to wait
for their turn
Include new horsemanship skill somewhere in the game
Prepare lesson plan before class. Plan on what you can do for each individual rider to help improve their daily
lives. Write explanation of what you did on progress notes, and be aware of what methodology you are using
and why it is beneficial.
Don’t overreact if horse has cut or scratch – inform PD and attend to wound
Don’t overreact if rider comes off horse – remain calm and attend to rider and scene of accident
fill out Incident Report, get witness signatures and give to PD
Maintain appreciative repor with volunteers – always thank them after class, if they feel appreciated
they will return
Make your riders feel special
Greet them when they arrive
Make sure they get the correct helmet on
Make eye contact
Encourage them to communicate, event if it is unintelligible
After instructions, remember to Praise their accomplishments
Don’t leave large periods of time during class with no direction – you are the rider’s lifeline
and they need your constant attention and to hear your voice
Dress appropriately – clean clothes, boots
Use your posture to project your wishes – stand up straight, keep your hands out of your
pockets, don’t look tired or disinterested.
SMILE, keep a sense of humor during class
Keep class UPBEAT. The instructor needs to project energy, activity and positive vibes.
Keep your head up, maintain eye contact with your riders and their horses
(especially during trotting and difficult maneuvers).
Keep the riders aware that there are other instructors at All Star. That way if another
Instructor has to teach your class; the rider is not alarmed. Also, during shows
all instructors will be helping to mount, etc.
School horses. Our horses are only as good as we teach them to be – talk to
Veronica, Emilie or Cynthia
Try to schedule as many different horses as you feel can be used. Using the same horses
all the time will not help keep the whole string schooled and trained.
Correct your riders and volunteers without ridiculing them or making sarcastic remarks.
Leave your riders on a positive note – a word of praise, a sticker, etc.
Unless a rider specifies a specific instructor on their registration form, riders will periodically be switched to
different instructors. If you feel a rider responds well to only you, please let the PD know. If a rider becomes
too dependent on one instructor, then it is harder to switch to another during shows and substitution times.
Teach your riders to be independent. Teach them to adapt to change. It is part of our therapy. One horse and
ONE instructor should not be the goal for our riders. If we, the instructors, have the confidence that they can
ride different horses, they also have the confidence to try.
For the rider that becomes complacent with one horse, you might need to switch them to another more
challenging horse. Every rider should know that there is always more to learn.
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Don’t hesitate to pull an abusive rider off a horse. They must learn that they cannot abuse our horses. If it is a
large rider, call for assistance.
Instructors will be asked to assist with Volunteer Training.
Instructors are asked to attend horse shows, help prepare for shows and help packing up and tearing down
after shows.
Have a rider stand up in their stirrups (if possible) when shifting a saddle during class.
RISK MANAGEMENT DURING CLASSES – A25
Windy days - avoid taking classes out on trails. Branches may be broken off with the high winds, objects can
blow across pasture and frighten the horses, and a horse’s sense of hearing and smell might alert them
unnecessarily. Don’t endanger the rider.
Storms – Be aware of local weather - if thunder or lightning is observed nearby, dismount riders and
discontinue class. If the thunder and/or lightning is far away, use your own discretion.
Rain – Because we have a metal roof, if there is a heavy rain the riders and volunteers may not be able to hear
you. Inform everyone before class if you suspect it may rain what you want them to do if the rain becomes
heavy – i.e., you could have them watch you immediately if the rain gets heavy and then tell them you will
motion for them to come to mid arena by you until you can assess whether you want to wait it out or dismount.
If it is raining fairly heavy, you may ask the leaders to keep the mounted riders 10-20’ off the wall that has
screens. Be prepared for weather, and have a plan.
Tornado Alert – Bring your mounted riders near to the gate they usually dismount, dismount them and go to the
Tack Room or Supply Room with them. Volunteers and Family are to come also, and have the leaders of the
horses pull off their bridle with reins and leave them loose in the arena. It will be up to the instructor as to
whether there is time to pull tack and put on arena wall.
Fire – if a fire is called out or observed, direct your entire mounted class to either the gate towards the
driveway or the gate towards the vet rack (whichever one is furthest from the fire) and make your way to the
round pen adjacent to the parking lot. In the round pen, you may dismount your riders and have volunteers
take the horses to the nearest pasture.
NUMBER OF RIDERS IN THE ARENA – F15
All Star is a unique arena in that it can be divided into two separate arenas with a gate. If the arena is open
full, up to 10-12 riders can ride without danger of overcrowding. If the arena is split, up to 5 riders can ride ON
either side without danger of overcrowding. Simultaneous classes can be scheduled and use the same
patterns that are set up, but this requires all instructors involved to prepare beforehand where the working area
for each class will be. Classes can rotate to each side or make plans to go out on trails for part of the class.
Don’t ride alone! Please help monitor anyone riding at All Star and explain to them they cannot ride alone.
Have them let someone know that they are going to ride. If for some reason they have an accident, at least
someone will be aware that they have been gone too long. Also, if riding alone outside the arena, take a
walkie talkie.

MOUNTING PROCEDURES – MA1
All mounted sessions supervised by PATH Instructor
At beginning of each class, check to see that the rider has appropriate helmet and that horse is tacked
correctly.
Mounting: Mounting should begin promptly at the scheduled class time
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If you have multiple riders, arrange for another instructor to help mount using the other block or at the ramp. If
you need offside assistance, call for help from office staff.
Your goal should be:
2 riders in about 7 minutes
4 riders in about 10 minutes
6-8 riders within 15 minutes
INSTRUCTOR SHOULD PERFORM SAFETY CHECK ON TACK BEFORE MOUNTING
There must always be an offside assist – even if the therapy rider is physically able to mount from the ground
and ride independently.
Able bodied riders (unified volunteers) do not require an offside assist during mounting.
Appropriate touching – Avoid touching rider on any part of their body unless necessary. When helping the
rider into the saddle, try to use the top of your right forearm on their rump if they need a boost from behind.
It is preferable to mount the most involved rider last and dismount them first.
Leaders should turn and face the horse and lead them walking backwards to the front of the block, ground or
ramp mounting areas until the instructor asks them to halt.
FROM THE GROUND
Physically Able Rider –
Assign offside assist
Check tack on horse – right tack, girth tightened, etc.
Bring rider into arena and stand beside them, check helmet
Have leader walk horse up to rider (near side)
Ask rider to hold onto the mane with left hand, put left foot in stirrup, stand and swing right leg over
croup without kicking horse
While left foot is in stirrup, put your right hand over the top of the boot to keep toe from digging
into horse as rider mounts, and put your left hand below pommel to keep saddle from
slipping
If rider is heavy, ask offside to apply pressure to stirrup to avoid slippage
Be ready to assist by giving a boost if necessary or to help leg over croup
Sit softly
Check the girth again and adjust stirrups
Instruct sidewalkers on: handholds, where to stand, amount of verbalization, medical watchfulness,
Horse warnings
Ask rider to pick up the reins and say “walk on”
BLOCK
Physically Able Rider –
Assign offside assist
Check tack on horse – correct tack, girth tightened, etc.
Bring rider into arena on dirt in front of block and stand beside them, check helmet
Have leader back lead the horse up beside block (near side).
Ask rider to hold onto mane with left hand, help put left foot in stirrup, stand and swing
right leg over croup without kicking horse
While left foot is in stirrup, put your right hand over the top of the boot to keep it from digging
into horse and left hand on lower pommel to keep saddle from slipping as rider mounts
If rider is heavy, ask offside to apply pressure on offside stirrup to avoid slippage
Be ready to assist by giving a boost if necessary or to help leg over croup
Sit softly
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Check girth again and adjust stirrups
Instruct sidewalkers on: handholds, where to stand, amount of verbalization, medical watchfulness,
horse warnings
Ask rider to pick up reins and “walk on”
Rider too Short –
If the rider is light enough, use the method above, but lift the rider from the block and lightly set on
saddle
If the rider is heavy, use the RAMP
Rider Physically unable to pull themselves up –
If a child, use the lift described above or try the Ramp
If the rider is heavy, use the RAMP
Rider unable to bear weight – Use the RAMP
RAMP –
Wheelchair, walker, crutches, unstable, too short to mount from block, non-weight bearing, unable to pull
themselves up onto the saddle
Take rider to the end of the walkway and line them up in front of gate to ramp
Call horse to ramp end of the arena – check tack
Assign an offside assist and ask them to stand on offside ramp
Assign any additional help on nearside ramp (additional assist for two-man lift)
Assist rider that walks up ramp, or roll wheelchair up ramp and check helmet
Set crutches or walkers against the wall, or park the wheelchair in proper position
For weight bearing rider, support them in standing position facing horse
For wheelchair rider, lock the wheels, unbuckle all supports, remove their right foot rest,
swing left footrest to side
Ask leader and horse to approach the ramp and to walk in
Ask leader to halt when in proper position
After leader has horse in ramp and has settled
For weight bearing rider –
Bring rider to lip of ramp and assist them by helping them put their left hand on horn or anti-cast and their right
leg over the croup of the horse (offside assist may help with leg). Ask hem to sit softly. Both assists may have
to hold feet up as rider and horse leave the ramp area so that feet do not get crushed in between horse and
ramp walls.
For weight bearing rider from wheelchair –
Assist and support rider to edge of wheelchair seat
Support them to standing position
Assist them to lip of ramp and mount the same as above
For non weight bearing rider from wheelchair –
Side seatAssist and support rider to edge of wheelchair seat
Lift rider form chair supporting under armpits
Pivot feet over to the lip of the ramp and set rider down sideways on saddle while not removing
hand for support
Ask offside to then support rider under armpits while the instructor takes both ankles and lifts
them at the same time rotating the rider so that legs are pointed forward
Instructor separates legs over withers and gently lays them on either side of the horse (if the rider
does not have tight adductors, the instructor can gently take the right leg and lift it over the
horse)
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Two Man Lift –
Ask for an extra assist on nearside ramp
One assist will get behind the wheelchair and lift rider by holding under armpits
Another assist will lift by holding under the rider’s knees.
At common command, both lift and set the rider on the horse softly.
The assist at the knees will lay legs over withers and gently spread the legs over either side of the
Horse, continue as above
Do not put feet into stirrups until clear of the ramp area. Both assists support the rider with an
Armhold/thigh hold while leaving the ramp area.
If using the stick seat, don’t Velcro in until out of the ramp area and the feet are adjusted in the stirrups
After rider has cleared the ramp area, ask leader to halt
Check girth again, adjust stirrups
Instruct sidewalkers on: handholds, where to stand, amount of verbalization, medical watchfulness,
horse warnings
Ask the rider to pick up the reins and “walk on”
USING THE LIFT SYSTEM
Do a trial run of the lift pre-class to check if operational
Ask for an extra person that has gone through training to “drive” the lift and stay on nearside ramp
behind chair
Ask for an offside assist
Explain to all how the lift system works and what their responsibility will be
Ask driver to bring lift system over in front of rider
After lift is adjusted over rider, lower and gather up torso in between support clamps
Adjust stirrups of needed and put under each leg or rider as close to hip as possible
Assure that clamps and stirrups are secure
Ask rider to hold onto front of clamp arms
Ask drive to lift slightly to test the lift and that the rider is secure in lift and then lower back to where
sitting slightly in chair
Check stirrups again
Ask horse to come into ramp and line up directly under lift system
Ask driver to lift rider all the way to top while standing in front and holding/observing
Ask driver to go over top of horse and ask driver to lower onto horse
Driver will line up evenly observing from back over saddle, and instructor will line up on top
of saddle so that rider sits slightly on pommel so that hips will rotate slightly forward
When securely in saddle, offside will lift right leg and remove stirrup while instructor lifts
left leg and removes stirrup
Offside assist and instructor will maneuver arms/hands of rider in between clamps and put on
saddle or A/C while pulling away from rider’s body and moving behind rider
Driver will scoop up clamps/stirrups and hold so that nothing touches horse
Instructor will give offside what handhold to use and rider will ask horse to walk in
Driver will bring lift to top, fold stirrups over clamp arms and drive over to far side into charger
IF LIFT SYSTEM STICKS OR WILL NOT MOVE FOR ANY REASON, PULL GREEN STRING AND
MANUALLY MOVE RIDER IN CLAMP/STIRRUPS OVER CHAIR AND PULL THE CLAMP/STIRRUPS DOWN
TO WHERE THE RIDER IS BACK IN CHAIR. Always use the lift system carefully and thoughtfully and explain
to all what is going to happen next. Ask rider if they are comfortable the first time so that you know how to
adjust the next time.

DISMOUNTING PROCEDURES
If the rider had a sidewalker or spotter while riding, there must be an offside assist to dismount
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If the rider is cognitive and physically able to ride without a sidewalker or spotter, you can dismount
the rider without an offiside assist
There must be a leader holding the horse’s head to dismount
EXCEPTION – if the rider rides independently, is physically able and has permission
from the instructor to dismount independently
Dismount the most involved riders first.
Physically challenged – non weight bearing –
Two-man total lift dismount –
Ask team to move close and parallel to while gate
Move the wheelchair to the entrance and open gate
Ask another assist to be by the horse’s shoulder on the nearside
Ask the rider to remove feet from stirrup (if physically unable, the offside assist may help)
and/or remove rubber bands if used
Verify with offside assist or leader’s view that right foot is out of stirrup
At command from instructor, the nearside assist supports the rider under the armpits while
the offside lifts the rider’s right leg over the crest (when the right leg is at the crest,
the extra assist on the nearside lifts left leg up towards crest and takes both legs
under the knees at the same time
The rider is then carried down and set on the wheelchair
Secure seat and buckle
Take to guardian if necessary
Physically challenged – partially weight bearing –
After leader is in position
Ask rider to remove feet from stirrups (if physically unable, the offside assist may help), and/or
remove rubber bands if used
Verify with offside assist or leader that the right foot is out of stirrup
Ask rider to lift right foot over crest and sit sideways facing nearside assist in saddle
(offside may help leg over if necessary)
There are two ways to dismount from this position –
(1) Facing the Instructor –
Move the wheelchair adjacent to horse and slightly behind instructor
The instructor can support the rider by holding under their armpits while the rider puts their
weight and hands on the upper shoulders of the instructor
Slowly lower the rider to the ground using the weight of the horse behind the rider
Check to make sure the rider’s feet are clear of hooves
Pivot, and then set the rider down in the wheelchair
(2) Facing the horse (twist and turn) –
Move the wheelchair adjacent to the horse and slightly behind the instructor
Ask rider to remove feet from stirrups (if physically unable, the offside may help), and
remove rubber bands if used
Ask the rider to hold the horse or anticast with right hand
The rider can then reach over to the offside assist with left hand
As the offside assist pulls gently
The nearside assist can reach around the back of the rider with right hand and help the rider
shift weight until they are lying on the saddle on their stomach
The rider then takes the horn or anticast in left hand and cantle in right hand
The instructor assists the descent by holding under the armpits, or putting left hand on horn
or anticast for leverage
Check to make sure the rider’s feet are clear of hooves
Pivot, and set the rider in wheelchair
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Physically or mentally challenged – weight bearing –
(1) Emergency dismount Ask rider to set the reins down on upper neck of horse
Ask rider to remove feet from stirrups (help with bands if necessary)
Check with leader and/or offside assist to verify that right foot is removed from stirrup
Ask rider to take hold of mane with left hand and horn with right hand
Lean them forward and ask them to bend their right leg and swing over back
Support them under their arms and lower to ground
Check to make sure feet are clear of hooves
Ask rider to “thank” the horse by petting on left shoulder area
Ask offside assist to escort rider to gate
(2) Regular Dismount (if rider is physically able) Stirrup/slide Ask rider to set the reins down on upper neck of horse
Ask rider to remove feet from stirrups (help with bands if necessary)
Check with leader and/or offside assist to verify that right foot is removed from stirrup
Ask rider to put left hand on horn and stand in stirrups
Ask rider to bend right knee and bring over croup while turning to face saddle
Rider can take pommel in left hand and cantle in right hand and lay down on saddle
Ask rider to remove left foot from stirrup and slip to ground
Ask rider to “thank” the horse by petting on left shoulder area
Ask offside assist to escort rider to gate
In the event that the instructor becomes incapacitated due to an injury, accident or surgery, they may supervise
trained personnel to mount and dismount under their supervision. A clinic to train personnel is held once a
year. The list can be obtained from Volunteer Coordinator.

CENTER TACKING GUIDELINES
TACKING HORSE
The following guidelines are the way that volunteers and staff need to work with our horses at All Star. Please
supervise your volunteers and guide them to learn these methods.
Horses are weighed in quarterly and new weight limit charts are made according to 20% of the horse’s current
weight. Weight limits are hung by instructor’s desk
Check the Saddle Fit chart when assigning saddles. It will tell you what size the saddle is and what horses
each saddle will fit. Be aware which blanket or pad each horse requires. Saddle Fit chart is on the Tack Room
Door.
Instruct leaders and/or volunteers that if a horse starts to set back from the wall, they need to step back out of
the way – DO NOT try to untie the horse.
After grooming, set the tack on the nearside of the horse on the wall. On the nearside of the horse, place the
blanket pad correctly on the back and withers. Place up on the wither, and then move back to the correct
position – to where the bar under the pommel is behind the movement of the scapula.
Place the saddle on, go offside and pull down and adjust the girth. Adjust the girth so that the center line is on
the center line on the bottom of the barrel. Return to the nearside – keeping the latigo loose, loop the latigo
through the dee ring. Avoid tightening the girth on the horse. Tighten the girth the first time SLOWLY (by
putting left hand under the dee ring and latigo to protect the horse) just tight enough to keep the saddle on
while the horse is tied to the wall (Stage One). Leave the latigo hanging. Place the bridle and reins on the
horn. Do not tie a horse to the wall with a bridle and/or reins on.
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The leader will be responsible for leading the horse to the middle of the arena and checking the tack. Tighten
the girth the second time SLOWLY (keeping left hand under the dee ring and latigo to protect the horse) tight
enough that the rider can mount without the saddle slipping, put on the bridle and reins and check to see that
the saddle is sitting correctly on the horse’s back (Stage Two).
After the rider is mounted, tighten the girth the third and final time (Stage Three) keeping the left hand under
the dee ring. Check that the bridle and any leathers are not twisted. Adjust the stirrups.

UNTACKING THE HORSE
Bridles should be taken off the horse in the middle of the arena and either handed to rider to put in tack room
or hung on saddle.
Leaders will tie the horse to the wall using a safety knot and untack their horses. Girth should be loosened and
undone, saddle lifted off to the nearside along with blankets and/or pads.
Instructors are responsible for all tack being put away correctly for their class.

HORSE SELECTION AND DISMISSAL PROTOCOL – EQM2
Intake – Schooling Director(s)
Ideal Horse:
All types of horses are used for the program and all of them may be needed at different times during each
session (medium, wide and narrow based horses, smooth and springy horses, stocky and finely built horses,
tall and short horses). All Star generally prefers a gelding quarter horse type, 14-15.3h, good temperament,
good ground manners – no kicking or biting, well broke, sound, exposed to different locations frequently, trailer
loads easily, doesn’t crib, weave or have other bad habits, no allergies, doesn’t require shoes, easy keeper,
owner will allow a “trial” period at All Star, strong straight back, bombproof, sound, sound, sound. Prefer a
horse 5 yo to 12 yo, but exceptions can be made.
.

PURCHASED OR DONATED HORSE INTAKE – EQM1
FIRST DETERMINE THE NEED FOR A SPECIFIC HORSE – SIZE, BUILD AND TRAINING
(1) When we have a need for a particular size/skill horse for program. Board appointed Horse committee will
discuss the need for another horse and communicate with the Treasurer of the Board and or President to
confirm there are available funds.
(2) Begin a search and either we have a communication from individual that wants to donate horse OR we research
horses for sale and we find one that looks promising
(3) All information given to PD or Schooling Manager(s) who then responds to possible donor and sets up an
appointment to view/ride the horse if a good possible candidate OR she will contact seller and set up an
appointment to view/ride horse that is a possible candidate. An initial Eval is filled out as to the status of the
horse – what level of training, soundness, correct height or build needed, temperament, etc. If horse appears to
fit our needs, and filed.
(4) Trial Period – PD will try to negotiate a one to four-week trial period at All Star. Either a “Trial/Donation”
agreement is signed, or a “Trial/Purchase” agreement is signed. Information on horse –
feed/hay/amount/pasture/pen/stall – is filled out. The horse is kept in a separate pen. If the horse looks good
during this Trial, a vet check will be scheduled at All Star. If the horse passes vet check, a “Donation” or “Bill of
Sale” is completed and signed and the trial/training continues at All Star. If the horse does not pass vet check,
the owner is called for pickup or the horse is returned to owner.
(5) For Donated horse without Trial -If a horse looks good but donor does not agree to Trial period, but the horse
appears to be a good fit for our program after evaluation, a vet check will be done at the location of the horse.
If the horse passes vet check, a “Donation form” is filled out stating that if the horse does not work for our
program the donor gives permission for All Star to sell the horse with proceeds going to All Star.
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For a Horse Purchase without Trial - If a horse looks good but seller does not agree to Trial period, and the horse
appears to be a good fit for our program after evaluation, a vet check will be done at the location of the horse.
If the horse passes vet check, a “Bill of Sale” is filled out.
TRAINING PERIOD – EQM3
(6) After initial Trial Period, the new horse will be acclimated gradually to program
(7) It will be left in pen and gradually moved closer and closer to population, put in with one or two of the other
horses at a time – for one to two weeks or longer if needed. The new horse will not be put out with general
population until it is owned by All Star and acclimated. After reasonable amount of time if the new horse does
not seem to thrive in population, it will be assigned to a pen
(8) The new horse will be introduced to arena, props, toys, unbalanced rider, ramp, block, trails, lift system, unruly
rider (role playing by instructor), learn how to lead and respond to leaders (halt/back/trot), exposed to one
sidewalker and then two sidewalkers, led through class without rider, led through class or classes with rider
(volunteer or instructor), led through class with rider and one sidewalker and then two sidewalkers (all role
playing).
(9) After the horse is deemed ready, approximate times for working into program will be:
- scheduled in for 5 classes with leader and ewd
- scheduled in for 5 classes with leader and one sidewalker and ewd
-scheduled in for 5 classes with leader and two sidewalkers and ewd
-scheduled in for 5 classes with independent walk ewd
-scheduled in for 5 classes with independent walk/trot/lope ewd
All information after beginning to work into classes will be fed back to PD or APD for evaluation
How to fit horse to rider:
The horse is fit to the rider according to their riding ability and physical limitations, balance issues,
temperament of both rider and horse, smoothness or springiness of gait, weight limits of horse to rider, saddle
fit of horse, height, horse able to accept assists or not, etc. The Saddle Fit Chart is hanging on the tack door,
and the weight limits of the horse are listed on the Horse Information Chart next to instructor desk. The
instructor will use their knowledge of the rider and their challenges, knowledge of available horses and
knowledge of tack and adaptive tack that may be required and work with PD for scheduling.
How to check for unsoundness: - EQM4
As the staff feeds each morning, horses are observed and any minor cuts or scrapes treated. As horses are
groomed for each class, staff or volunteers are taught to report any cuts, scrapes, swollen areas, respiratory
problems, colic symptoms, sore areas or lameness to instructors.
Instructors should constantly monitor horses pre and during classes to watch for lameness, soreness, open
cuts or sores, chipped or cracked hooves, tender spots or general sourness.
How to evaluate horse’s conduct and abilities: - EQM4
Horses are constantly evaluated by instructors during classes. If a horse appears to need work or is non
responsive to a rider during class, that horse is reported to the schooling manager(s) and is added to the
schooling chart to work on that area.
Instructors should constantly monitor horses during classes to observe problem behavior, misfit with a leader,
whether or not the rider and/or volunteers are causing the bad behavior or whether a problem needs to be
addressed with the horse.
How to dismiss an inappropriate horse: EQM4
If a horse becomes unsound and cannot be rehabilitated, if a horse becomes too old and needs to be retired, if
a horse is reported too often in incident reports, if a horse becomes sour to sidewalkers and volunteers, if a
horse develops a bad habit that could injure rider or personnel, or if a horse develops a major problem that
causes him to be unsound – the horse needs to be sold, retired or put down.
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The Program Director is responsible for making the decision to sell the horse, retire or move the horse to
another location or put the horse down.

EQUINE FIRST AID BOX – F19
Location
Red Box located in office behind PD desk on site or in horse trailer when off site at events and shows. Only
PD or PDA is to administer medications, and then she will record administrations. PD is responsible for
restocking and maintaining first aid box.
During feeding times, if a horse is on medications, a note is made on the large white board in the feed room
with instructions and doses.
The Equine First Aid Box is also taken on all offsite events and activities that ASEF equines travel to.

Equine Conditioning and Training – EQM3
Therapy horses are assigned to schoolers by Schooling director(s) for a designated period of time according to
the schooler’s riding ability and time limitations. Horses are rotated through the schooling system on a regular
basis, and they are evaluated on a weekly basis by the instructors. When a particular problem needs to be
addressed, the Schooling director is informed and the horse is then assigned to a schooler or dealt with by the
Schooling director. Ideally, all horses would be schooled by an able bodied person weekly. Also, classes are
given regularly to volunteers by the Schooling director or the instructors and therapy horses are used. This
allows horses that don’t have specific problems to be ridden by able bodied riders at all levels, and the
volunteers learn more about the horse’s behavior and how it feels to ride them. It also allows the Schooling
director to evaluate which horses each person may be able to school. All instructors are encouraged to ride a
horse before using in their class to evaluate movement, gait, etc. to be applied towards their riders.
How to evaluate a schooler
Schooling director evaluates prospective schoolers on their riding ability (either by a visual trial ride or during
lessons), and mounted schoolers will be evaluated during a riding pattern before approved to ride. The
exception would be schoolers that have been riding in an ASEF riding class taught by one of the Schooling
Directors.
How to address problem issues with horses
Problems should be reported to PD and Schooling director so they can assign appropriate schoolers to work
on those areas. Also, problem areas can be reported to Horse Handler Clinician to address in workshops.
Equine daily workload- EQM5
Equines have a maximum workload of 3 classes/3 hours a day. With no more than 2 continuous hours, or
classes.

RIDER SELECTION AND DISMISSAL Guidelines for Admission
Some guidelines for accepting riders into the program are:
Age (riders must be 2 years of age to begin)
Registrations are received in a timely manner
Rider has either a physical, cognitive or emotional disability and the disability is not
contraindicated (PATH precautions should be noted and studied)
No riders over 200 lbs
There must be staff and volunteers adequate for class
An appropriate horse must be available
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Appropriate tack/equipment/helmet must be available
Current ANNUAL paperwork on each rider and a current physician signed medical form
Conduct for dismissal or reprimand
Some reasons for dismissal from the program or dismissal for behavior modifications may be:
Unruly behavior (flailing arms, hitting, cursing, talking back, etc)
Abusive behavior to personnel (hitting,biting, spitting, etc.)
Abusive behavior to horse (hitting, pulling hair, pinching, kicking, etc) which could cause the
horse to react in such a way that could cause bodily harm to the rider or volunteers
Inappropriate behavior or contact (if the rider is constantly trying to touch volunteers or
staff inappropriately)
Disruptive to class (constantly screaming or crying and a private class is not available)
Frequent absence or tardiness (TRiding is not effective if not done consistently, and if a rider
is more than 15 minutes late 2 or more times per session, it holds up the class and
affects the other rider’s class time, or volunteers come in for no reason because the
rider does not show)
When the benefit of therapeutic riding does not outweigh the risk
When physical limitations of the rider outweigh the strength of the volunteer force, etc.
The Program Director would be responsible for evaluating these reports and making the decision to dismiss a
rider.
Grievance Process
If the Program Director receives a written grievance due to unruly behavior or abusive behavior on one of the
therapeutic riders at All Star (verified and witnessed by staff), the PD will then:
a. Give a verbal warning to the rider and their family, including suggestions for specific steps for
improvement. The written grievance will be placed in the riders file
b. If the issue is not resolved, the PD will issue a written warning to the rider and their family, including
additional steps for corrective measures. A copy of the warning should be placed in the riders file.
c. If verbal and written warnings fail to correct the issues, the rider may be dismissed.
d. All Star reserves the right to dismiss a rider without verbal or written warnings if it is deemed
appropriate.
How to deal with unruly conduct
The instructor will be responsible for deciding how unruly conduct will be addressed in their class, and the
instructor may call additional staff for assistance if the rider is showing violent behavior if dismounting is
necessary. The following methods may be used:
Timeouts
Remove rider from horse and/or class
Place rider in private class
Remove rider from class until unruly behavior is modified (support may be asked of guardians or staff)
.

VOLUNTEER AND GUEST DISMISSAL
Volunteer Conduct for Dismissal
Some of the reasons volunteers may be dismissed from a therapeutic riding program are:
Inappropriate behavior (intoxication, inappropriate touching of riders or other volunteers, loud and
unruly behavior, abusive behavior to rider, horses or other volunteers, or lack of knowledge
of horses which could result in bodily injury, etc.)
In the event of misconduct by a volunteer, the following process will be followed by the PD in order to provide
the opportunity for corrective action:
a. a verbal warning will be given to the volunteer, including specific steps for improvement.
Documentation of the warning will be placed in the volunteers file
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b. if the situation does not improve, a written warning will be given to the volunteer, including additional
steps for corrective measures. A copy of the warning will again be placed in the volunteers file.
c. If verbal or written warnings fail to correct performance, the volunteer will be discharged
d. All Star reserves the right to discharge a volunteer without verbal or written warnings if it is deemed
appropriate given the serious nature of the violation.
Guest Dismissal
If a guest’s behavior is disruptive, loud, inconsiderate or distracting, or deemed to be causing a safety issue for
classes, the following process will be followed by the Program Director:
a. a verbal warning will be given to the guest asking to refrain from such behavior
b. if the conduct continues, the guest will be asked to leave the premises. A staff member will
approach the guest (always with another staff member) and never alone.
c. if the guest refuses to leave the premises, the Johnson County Sheriffs office will be called to assist in
removing the guest from the premises at 817-558-0022.
d. It should be pre-arranged that if a staff member approaches a guest/rider/volunteer/family member
that is violent, abusive or deemed dangerous in any way, there should be another staff member
observing from office or further away that can be signaled for additional help if necessary.

POLICY ON ABUSE OR NEGLECT
Although we do not anticipate problems with abuse or neglect of our riders, agencies that fund our
riders are requiring that our staff and volunteers be trained and demonstrate competency on the safe
management of verbal and physical abuse or neglect. For that reason, we are including the following
information on the various forms (or classes) of abuse and neglect and the resulting disciplinary
action.
CLASS I
Any act of failure to act done knowingly, recklessly, or intentionally, including incitement to act, which
caused or may have caused serious injury to a rider or volunteer. Without regard to injury, any sexual
activity between a volunteer, employee or an affiliate/agent and a client will result in immediate
dismissal.
CLASS II
Any act or failure to act done knowingly, recklessly, or intentionally, including incitement to act, which
caused or may have caused non-serious physical injury to a rider or volunteer will result in a review
and first warning. A second warning will result in dismissal.
CLASS III
The use of verbal or other communication to curse, vilify, or degrade a rider, or threaten a rider with
physical or emotional harm, or any act, which vilifies or degrades a rider, or threatens a rider with
physical or emotional harm will result in dismissal.
NEGLECT
Any negligence which caused or may have caused physical or emotional injury to a rider, including
failure to carry out a rider’s program/treatment plan, or failure to provide a safe environment will result
in a review and further training.
It is the responsibility of each volunteer to report any concern, suspicion or incident of rider abuse or
neglect to a class instructor or staff member. If you suspect rider abuse or neglect, stay calm. Let
the person who is committing the act know that you are present. Usually, the presence of another
volunteer will help the volunteer regain control. If you are in a class, let the class instructor know of
the problem. If you are not in a class, ensure the rider is no longer in danger of harm and see that
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he/she receives needed attention. You are then required to report the incident to a class instructor or
staff member so that they may take the appropriate steps to correct the incident. Any incident of
abuse can result in disciplinary action or criminal charges

ALL STAR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SEIZURES – Seizure Information form – Riders prone to seizures need to be asked to let instructor know when
rider has seizures previous to riding. Seizure forms will be sent out with annual forms and filled out by those
riders that have experienced seizures, and seizure information should be input in progress notes when
instructor is cognizant or told of one.
If an independent rider has experienced a recent seizure, one sidewalker or spotter should be assigned
specifically to that rider during class until they are one-month seizure free.
If a supported rider (leader and one to two sidewalkers) has experienced seizures (mild or severe) within the
previous month, two sidewalkers will be required during classes until they are one-month seizure free.
If a rider is diagnosed as having a grand mal seizure (more than 3 minutes), riding should be suspended for
one month until seizures and medication are under control OR if grand mal is caused by a random illness/virus
the rider can return when they are one-month seizure free.
HARRINGTON RODS – For riders with Harrington rods, a written release from the doctor will be required for
permission to horseback ride, and trotting will be prohibited.
HELMETS – Only ASTM approved helmets will be worn by riders and staff. If a helmet cannot be found that
will fit the rider with an asymmetrical or larger head, an approved alternative helmet may be worn, and written
Doctor’s permission will be required. Two sidewalkers will be needed with that rider during class. A soft
helmet may not be worn.
Helmets must be worn by riders at all times while working with horse, whether mounted or unmounted.
WEIGHT ISSUES –
Weight limit – 200 lbs
For riders that need support at 190-200 pounds, one leader and one to two sidewalkers should be assigned,
and the rider may walk only.
STIRRUPS – Riders may use 2” western stirrups if they are wearing hard soled boots with heels. Riders
wearing tennis shoes must use peacock stirrups or other safety stirrups or ride anti-cast with no stirrups. Urge
all riders to get boots with heels or borrow boots from ASEF boot stash. No sandals or open heeled shoes will
be allowed.
If your rider does not have appropriate footwear, you will need to change to appropriate stirrups each class OR
adjust tack to anti-cast/bareback pad.
WEATHER - Instructors need to be aware of incoming weather that may affect their classes. Ask office
personnel to monitor weather and radio updates as needed. Stay updated and always talk with your leaders
before class if you feel weather may be moving in during class and set a plan – if it starts raining heavily and
they cannot hear you ask them to watch for hand signals from you and come to you immediately for instruction
in mid arena, if lightning or thunder occurs ask them to come to you immediately for instruction, etc.
Lightning – If you hear or observe lightning that is nearby, dismount riders.
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Thunder – If you hear thunder that is nearby indicating severe inclement weather, you may dismount as
needed. If thunder is not imminent and is far, far away, you may continue riding if wanted.
Rain –
Light rain – you should be able to have class as normal
Medium rain – if your class can still hear your instruction, you should be able to have
class as normal
Hard rain – if your class cannot hear you, you should inform them before class to come
to you for instruction. At this time, it is up to you whether you choose to wait it out
having class in close proximity or dismount
Driving rain – Rain that is blowing in from outside or causing wind screens to blow –
Inform your leaders before class that if this happens they are to come to you for
instruction. Go ahead and dismount since this type rain could spook horses and is
so hard that class cannot hear you.
For inclement weather, be aware of what horses are reactive to lightning or thunder and replace them in your
class.
TRAIL RIDING - If you are unsure about trail conditions, ask Program or Assistant Program Director.
No riders on Anti-cast or Bareback without support outside.
If you have some riders with only spotter and another independent, have the independent rider(s) ride drag (or
last) to avoid barn sour or runaway horses.
Independent Riders Private – Use a horse that is confident enough to go out alone and Instructor walk as
spotter
Semi Private to Group – Ask an assist to go out with you to help if needed with an
emergency or if horses spook.
Supported Riders –
Private/Semi Private/Group – Pick your lead horses and be assured you have adequate assists for your
rider(s)

HIPPOTHERAPY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES – M4
In addition to ANNUAL forms -original medical release signed by a doctor or nurse practitioner, the liability release, the
consent/non-consent for medical treatment, the consent/non-consent for photos or videos - the OT or PT hippotherapy
rider will also need a doctor’s prescription for either OT or PT hippotherapy.
OT/PT or ST hippotherapy classes will be supervised by a licensend healthcare professional credentialed to legally
provide their type therapy along with a CRI (or PATH instructor) to assist.

MOUNTED STANDARDS – M8
(1) All mounted equine-assisted activities included in the treatment plan of an Occupational, Physical or Speech
pathologist will be conducted or directly supervised by a currently licensed healthcare professional who is
currently credentialed to legally provide the services delivered.
(2) All personnel who assist in mounting or dismounting participants will be trained in the mounting or
dismounting procedures pertaining to the Hippotherapy program and its participants.
(3) If deemed necessary for hippotherapy sessions, safety stirrups may be used with adaptive tack including
peacock, breakaway, “s” stirrups or Devonshire boots.
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(4) Tandem hippotherapy, HPOT, is not offered at All Star Equestrian at this time.
(5) All equine-assisted ground activities which are included in the treatment plan of an Occupational, Physical
or Speech pathologist will follow the same guidelines and standards as that of therapeutic riding – an ASTMSEI approved helmet must be worn by the participant, and hard soled shoes with heel, and the participant must
be supervised at all times if a saddle is used. If a bareback adaptive pad is used, the rider may ride without any
type of stirrups and wear any type of foot gear.
GROUND STANDARDS –
(1) All equine-assisted ground activities which are included in the treatment plan of an Occupational, Physical
or Speech pathologist will be conducted or directly supervised by a currently licensed professional who is
currently credentialed to legally provide the services delivered.
EQUESTRIAN SKILLS STANDARDS –
(1) Progress notes on each Hippotherapy participant will be updated and maintained on a regular basis and will
be kept in locked filed cabinet designated for Hippotherapy participant’s files.
MEDICAL/MENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS(1) All licensed therapists providing Hippotherapy at All Star Equestrian will maintain a copy of current
licensure credentials in their respective discipline in order to legally provide services in accordance with the
scope of that credential in the jurisdiction in which services are delivered. A copy of current licenses,
credentials or certifications will be given to Program Director at each renewal.
(2) All therapists practicing at All Star Equestrian will be responsible for maintaining their own current
professional liability insurance and providing written proof of such to the Program Directors at each renewal.
(3) A written contractual agreement between All Star Equestrian and each therapist will be maintained on site –
to be renewed as needed.
(4) All therapists providing Hippotherapy services at All Star Equestrian will be a PATH International
Registered Therapist, and/or Hippotherapy Clinical Specialist (HPCS) or under direct supervision of such.
Proof of these credentials will be maintained on site with a copy of licensure given to Program Director at each
renewal.
(4 & 8?) If the health professional who is providing direct service (HPCS) is not also a registered and
credentialed PATH instructor, they will be assisted by a registered and credentialed PATH International
certified instructor during all equine-assisted treatment sessions.
(5) For those credentialed health professionals not familiar with horses or behavior, a training course of
volunteer orientation and horse handling series will be required before they begin classes.
(6) At this time, All Star Equestrian hippotherapists – OT and PT – do not wish to have PTAs or COTAs.
(7) The Occupational, Physical or Speech therapist incorporating equine-assisted activities in a treatment plan,
and the team assisting such therapist, will receive orientation and “rehearse” hippotherapy program policies and
procedures.
- Orientation to the hippotherapy program’s policies and procedures prior to sessions
- Hands on training and rehearsals supervised by healthcare professional prior to class in: M9
- emergency procedures (Volunteer Orientation)
- safety procedures (Volunteer Orientation)
-transitions on and off equine (Direct supervision and adequate training by Hippotherapist prior to
session
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- participant handling techniques (same as above and Volunteer Orientation)
- equine handling techniques (Volunteer Orientation and Horse Handling classes)
- coordinated team approach prior to participant participating in session (Adequate explanation of
goals, procedures and specific attributes prior to each session by health care professional)
(8) All Equine handlers for Hippotherapy sessions will receive training specific to the needs of hippotherapy
session. Extra training in the handling of equines specifically relevant to hippotherapy sessions would include
recognizing signs of stress in equines during hippotherapy.
(9) All Participants in Occupational, Physical and Speech therapy sessions will have on site: M10
- prescription form from physician prior to beginning sessions
- written initial evaluation, including screening for precautions and contraindications
-written treatment plan that includes long and short term goals reflective of the type of therapy
- written progress notes reflecting treatment and modifications based on participant response
- written periodic review and re-evaluations periodically updating goals and treatment plan on a regular basis,
making recommendation for further treatment, discharge or transition into another program.
MENTAL HEALTH
At this time, All Star Equestrian does not have a mental health professional.
(1) A PATH International equine specialist (or certified AGAPE health care specialist as approved by PATH
international) will always be present during an equine-facilitated psychotherapy session. Also, in each session a
PATH International certified instructor must be present for any EFP sessions. One individual may be duel
certified as ESMHL and a certified instructor
(2) In a psychotherapy session, adequate clinical supervision and discussion between both the ESMHL and
certified PATH instructor and should involve the opportunity to share, explore and address issues related to
each client’s needs, as well as to process issues related to treatment plans that would be specific to each
professional’s knowledge and expertise.
(3) Each participant will sign a written consent to receive evaluation and treatment specific to psychotherapy at
All Star Equestrian prior to psychotherapy or counselling sessions.
(4) All personnel and volunteers within the EFP session are:
-assessed for ability to work with particular clients or client populations (evaluated and chosen for their
Relevancy, history and abilities)
-consistently involved in the equine-facilitated psychotherapy program (included and adequately
educated on what is appropriate and needed for each session)
-oriented to the equine-facilitated psychotherapy program (workshops prior to sessions)
-oriented to the needs of the specific clients whom they assist (education on EFP sessions)
-involved in post-session processing with the mental health professional, PATH International certified
Instructor, PATH International certified equine specialist in MHML and other pertinent people.

POLICIES & PROCEDURES re: PREGNANCY & INSTRUCTORS
As of September 2018
Instructors that are pregnant may continue to instruct classes with the following limitations:
Inform the Program Director as soon as possible that you are pregnant please!
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An instructor that is pregnant may choose to continue instructing regular therapeutic riding classes through 4 months’
gestation, but the instructor should always be aware of their limitations and arrange for support or assistance as needed
from other instructors. An instructor is expected to inform the Program Director as soon as they discover they are
pregnant. When the instructor realizes that their physical limitations are a possible safety hazard to their
classes/riders/themselves, or that they are no longer able to provide full services to their classes and riders, or the
program director deems necessary for same reasons, the instructor will willingly take a leave of absence until their child is
born and they are ready to return to work. This Leave of Absence is unpaid. Their position will be filled during their
absence, and after their Leave of Absence All Star Equestrian will make every attempt to return them to work at a similar
level and pay scale.
Riding Riding is a personal choice for a horse person that is pregnant, but with horses owned by All Star Equestrian or C. A.
Moore Properties, horseback riding for pregnant instructors after 12 weeks is not allowed. Riding is not recommended
after 12 wks because the fetus has moved up above the pelvic girdle. A bony structure protects the baby during the first
trimester, but now all that sits between the baby and any external force is skin and muscle.
Taking class outside Instructors that are over 6 months pregnant should stay in arena with classes due to possible lack of balance, uneven
footing outside, inability to move fast in an emergency, and perhaps being unable to lift or handle heavier riders in an
emergency. If a pregnant instructor has an emergency during class:
- it may be dangerous to approach an agitated horse to protect the rider
- it may be dangerous to the mother/child if the horse bumped, ran into, kicked them
- the pregnant instructor may not be in physical shape to:
- chase or stop the horse
- discipline or control the horse
The only exception would be if the instructor pre-arranges with the Volunteer Coordinator for a Core Volunteer to walk
along with the instructor when she/he goes outside. These Assists would act as Assistant Instructor while class is outside
and must not be leading or side walking.

Mounting and Dismounting An instructor over 3 months pregnant can continue to mount and dismount riders within the following guidelines, and must
carry a charged walkie talkie/cell phone and call or arrange for assistance with mounting and dismounting as needed.
Volunteers that have gone through training can assist instructor and dismount more able bodied riders with direct
supervision. If help is needed for a more involved rider, another instructor should be called for help to mount or dismount.
While mounting or dismounting a rider, a pregnant instructor may be limited in their ability to lift or catch a rider and may
harm themselves if:
- lifting or catching a rider that loses their balance at mounting
- dismounting riders over 20 lbs (bear their weight)
- they are required to perform an emergency dismount during class
Policy for pregnant instructors 4-9 months will be (1) they are to arrange for help at mounting and dismounting with the
guidelines listed above (2) they are not to lift riders (3) they are to arrange for help with riders that require any type of
lifting (legs, body, etc) to mount or dismount.
Working around horses while pregnant is a personal choice, however employees of All Star Equestrian or C. A. Moore
Properties will need a waiver from their physician/midwife and a current liability waiver excusing ASEF or CAMP from any
injuries sustained while working with their horses while pregnant or at their facility.
I have read the guidelines set above by All Star Equestrian and C. A. Moore Properties and agree to adhere to these
guidelines.
__________________________________
Instructor

____________________________________
Program Director

_________________________________
Date

_____________________________________
Date

POLICIES & PROCEDURES re: LEAVE OF ABSENCE
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A leave of absence is defined as any pre-arranged or mandatory absence from work – from one day up to one year. An
employee may arrange for a medical or personal leave of absence by reporting dates and circumstances to the Program
Director. Voluntary Leave of Absence or Leave of Absences described in medical leave of absence, such as childbirth or
surgical reasons, are unpaid leaves of absence.
All Star Equestrian is closed certain times of the year – August due to extreme temperatures (our challenged riders,
horses and volunteers cannot tolerate extreme heat), one week scheduled between sessions for repairs and vet work,
and pre-specified holiday times. These work weeks and holiday times are unpaid.
All Star Equestrian pays vacation pay during the month of August for full time instructors after one full year of employment
in the amount of $300. A full time instructor is one that worked 40 hours per week the previous session. Other staff
members come in during the month of August to prepare for session and turn in regular hourly work on their timesheets

SAFETY STANDARDS Policies & Procedures as listed in PATH STANDARDS –
written/policy/procedures
A1 written
There is written evidence that center has recognized legal structure in office. 501(c)3, Articles of Incorporation,
Mission Statement, Bylaws, Board of Directors roster.
A2 written
There is current Markel general liability commercial insurance – available in file cabinet in office – meeting
PATH requirements.
A3 written
There is an organizational chart listed in the Personnel Handbook
A4 written
There are written job descriptions in Personnel and Volunteer Handbooks
A5 procedure
When asked, a consult from a current OT or PT health professional may be required. They can either assist
with an evaluation or they might be consulted for an ongoing rider that seems to be regressing, losing strength,
balance or other symptoms.
A7 written
RISK MANAGEMENT is addressed and written in Personnel Handbook, Volunteer Handbook and Rider
Handbook for onsite and offsite events.
A8 written
Contract for leased or borrowed horses – located in office in file cabinet
A9 written
Written policies for eligibility or discharge of riders – Located in Personnel Handbook
A10 written
Implemented written policies for dismissal of volunteers and guests from center activities are addressed in
Personnel Handbook and Volunteer Handbook, and also are discussed with all staff.
A11 written
Current registration information on each rider and volunteer – in locked file cabinets in office
A12 written
Maintain attendance information and hours on rider and volunteers – Daily Schedule, Progress Notes,
Volunteer sign in
A13 written
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Current information on paid personnel – Volunteer registration forms in file cabinet in office
*A14 - written
There is a written waiver or release of liability for each rider/volunteer/employee/staff onsite.
Located in locked file cabinets in office.
A15 written
Signed form for consent or non-consent for use of still and video photography – file cabinet office
A16 written
There is a written and signed form for the health history of all participants in the volunteer/rider packet that is
filled out and up dated each year
A17 written
Signed and dated physician’s statement for each rider (It is a new statement and will be updated as the riders
have their yearly forms updated)
A18 written
There is a Down Syndrome statement and AAI that is on our yearly medical forms that must be filled out by a
physician
A19 written
There is a written consent form to be signed by rider or rider’s parent/legal guardian before any release of
information is given to an outside source concerning that rider’s experiences or conditions in equine assisted
activities of therapies at or with All Star Equestrian.
A20 written
Billing procedures for rider fees due are written on each session’s registration forms. One-half fees are due at
the beginning of each session (date is given) and the remaining half is due halfway through session (date is
given). It also states that make-ups are not given. Scholarship balances are given in the rider confirmation
letter sent out one week before each session starts.
A21 procedure
A copy of the latest precautions and contraindications is attached in the Personnel Handbook for instructors to
review. The Program Director is responsible for researching each new syndrome that is introduced and to be
aware of precautions or contraindications relating to that new syndrome or disability. Also, if a rider becomes
suspect for a precaution or contraindication during a semester, their notes should reflect that concern and the
Program Director should be made aware. Ultimately, the Program Director may need to discontinue service.
A22 written
All Rider and Volunteer information is kept in closed file cabinets during daytime activities, and at night these
cabinets are locked. Rider files are kept hardcopy in rider’s files for 1 year, and after that they are scanned.
Volunteer files are kept hardcopy in volunteer’s files for 1 year, and after that they are scanned. Consent/nonconsent forms are kept in red book in office for easy access. Incident reports are kept in locked cabinet and
are scanned after 5 years.
A23 written
Rider and Volunteer forms are to be filled out annually, and this is written on Registration forms, Volunteer
Handbook and Personnel Handbook. Each rider has a doctor fill out a Medical Release form annually, and it
reflects negative neurological symptoms for Down Syndrome.
A24 written
Blank incident reports are located in a common file cabinet in office, and past incident reports are kept in
locked cabinet. The necessity of incident reports are written out in Personnel and Volunteer Handbooks, and
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it is the responsibility of the Instructor each class that has an incident to ensure it is filled out, signed,
witnessed and given to Program Director for review.
A25 written
Written safety emergency regulations and procedures are in Personnel Handbook and Volunteer Handbook.
Each year, we have drills on Disaster Week for Volunteers, Riders and Personnel.
A26 procedure
Each semester, we have a Volunteer Orientation to train volunteers, and personnel are trained about our
facility on a one-on-one basis when they begin work at All Star Equestrian. We also offer a 5 hour course on
Horse Handling for those interested in leading a horse so that they become comfortable with many of our
horses. These procedures are also in Personnel and Volunteer Handbooks.
A27 policy
Volunteer attire is addressed in Volunteer Handbook. If there is inappropriate attire worn to All Star, the
Volunteer Coordinator addressed the situation and offers other clothing if needed.
A28 procedure
Direct Service health professionals are required to attend Volunteer Orientation and Horse Handling classes.
A29 written
Every instructor at All Star Equestrian is PATH certified and required to maintain a current First Aid certification
for adult and child along with a CPR certification.
*A30 written
There are written policies regarding wearing certified helmets for equestrian in Personnel, Volunteer and Rider
Handbooks.
A31 procedure
Every instructor at All Star Equestrian is PATH certified and they know to check equine, tack for equine and
rider, and to assign leaders and sidewalkers as needed for each rider/equine team. Before each class, the
Program Director checks schedules to see that tack used has been approved for saddle fit, and that each rider
does not go over the weight limit for each horse. These procedures are addressed in Personnel Handbook.
A32 procedure
Instructors are responsible for checking helmet, tack, stirrups size, saddle fit, correct pads and bridles prior to
class. All instructors are PATH certified and well trained to ensure the proper fit. This is referred to in the
Personnel Handbook.
A34 written
Written guidelines to determine the ability of personnel to perform leader and/or sidewalker are listed in the
Personnel Handbook as well as the Volunteer Handbook.
F1 procedure
Procedure for equine care/stable maintenance- PD in charge of the care of horse, and maintenance of grounds
F7 procedure
Procedure for rodent and pest control – Risk Management, PD in charge of baiting, pest removal.
F11 procedure
Stalls clean, well kept, safe – PD responsible for safety of stalls
F14 procedure
Activity area defined, free of obstruction, maintained, level and even footing.
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F15 policy
Correlate number of riders, horses and equipment in activity/treatment area – PD
*F16 written
Working telephone or communication device known by personnel and volunteers, emergency information and
instructions posted near phone for emergencies
F18 written
There is a human first aid container located in the office (and carried to each activity site) with written evidence
of maintenance.
F19 written
There is an equine first aid container located in the office (and carried to each activity site) with written
evidence of maintenance.
*F20 procedure
The Program Director and Assistant Program Director do periodic checks on tack, and if any tack is noticed by
instructors that needs repair the information is given to the Program Director. Tack is cleaned often by
volunteer groups that come, and it is thoroughly cleaned before each horse show. These groups are trained
and supervised by the Volunteer Coordinator.
F26 procedure
Instructors clear the arena each night and put ground obstacles in corner pens in arena.
F27 policy
Horses are groomed within the arena and safety knot tied to the concrete wall. Areas where horses are being
prepared for a next class are kept separate from any ongoing classes with the working arena by either
cones/ground poles/or the mid gate is closed.
F28 procedure
Signs are hung in the aisle where riders/parents/siblings/volunteers are standing or sitting on bleachers to keep
noise down, no running or loud noises, and cell phones are prohibited.
F33 written
There is a written list of trained personnel or volunteers that assist with the lift system. Training with the list
system is included in our annual Mount/dismount clinic for those interested. The list is kept by the Volunteer
Coordinator.
F34 written
Receipts of maintenance and/or annual repair are kept in the office by the Administrative Assistant. She
arranges for an annual checkup at the first of each year.
F36 written
There are written mount/dismount procedures in the Personnel Handbook, and there is a section for those
trained to work the lift system. (BE SURE AND ADD EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
EQM1 written
The Program Director maintains written screening procedures for prospective horses. Before beginning a
search for a specific horse, the PD consults with the Horse Committee and follows written criteria for a search,
horse trial times, etc. This is included in the Personnel Handbook. Screening procedures afterwards are kept
in file by PD.
EQM2 written
The ultimate decision maker is the PD, and after a horse is purchased/donated, it goes on a trial period which
can last up to 6 weeks or longer if needed. There are forms filled out by schoolers during this time period, and
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the PD ultimately evaluates them and discusses issues with a trail horse with schoolers. Removal is also
decided by the PD. She reviews past incident reports, reports from instructors, etc., and PD will decide if horse
needs to be removed from program. The horse could be sold, rehomed, or euthanized if necessary.
EQM4 procedure
All instructors at ASEF are PATH certified, and they are trained to check the horses prior to classes or
activities for soundness and attitudes. They will consult with PD to remove equine from class if needed
*EQM5 written
ASEF horses are ideally used 2 hours per day, and sometimes 3 hours per day. The PD goes over the weekly
daily schedules each week to check for horse suitability, tack, rider weights, etc., and she also can see on a
day by day basis how many times a horse is used per day. Horse usage is pulled off these daily schedules at
the end of the month. Some of the classes are marked therapeutic riding (THBR) and some are marked OT or
PT.
EQM7 written
Equine health records are maintained by the PD and kept in file cabinet
EQM8 written
There is a written feed chart hung in the Feed Room – Stall 10
*MA1 written
All instructors at ASEF are PATH certified and current paperwork is maintained in locked file cabinet in office.
*MA2 written
All ASTM/SEI helmets in helmet cabinet are maintained in good working order and rotated out after 5 years.
For riders with personal helmets, they also checked each on weeks where rider’s weights are checked
annually or semiannually. All Star does not allow that any alternative helmets be used.
MA3 procedure
Mount/Dismount classes are held at ASEF, and a list of approved personnel is located in the office with the
Volunteer Coordinator. There are many instructors/or core volunteers who can assist with mount/dismount
from previous years and current years.
*MA4 written
There are written policies regarding stirrups/hard soled shoes/safety stirrups in the Personnel and Rider
Handbooks.

*GA1written
PATH instructor certifications and OT/PT certifications are kept in a locked file cabinet in office. Those are the
only type activities we offer at this time.
ESK1 written
Each rider either has an evaluation done before beginning session (riders that have considerable physical
disabilities) or during the first class (if rider is able bodied and does not have a disability that inhibits balance,
will need multiple assists, etc). An evaluation form is filled out and kept in the back of each riders file.
ESK2 written
Progress notes are kept in locked file cabinets. They are filled out after each class.
*M1 written
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Each OT/PT health professional maintains current licensure, current liability insurance, BLS certifications, and
these are kept in locked file cabinet in office. Only PT or OT health professionals may conduct hippotherapy
classes, we do not use COTA or PTA at this time.
*M2 written
Each OT/PT health profession maintains current professional liability insurance. This paperwork is located in
locked file cabinet in office.
M3 written
There are current written agreements with OT or PT health professionals operating out of All Star Equestrian.
These are located in locked file cabinet in the office.
*M4 written
We only accept OT or PT health professionals that are PATH Intl, Registered Therapists or Hippotherapy
Clinicians. This paperwork is in locked file cabinet in office.
*M5 written
All health care professionals are required to attend both Volunteer Orientations and Horse Handling to assure
they are familiar with equine movement and equine behavior. However, their PATH certifications also have
addressed these issues. PATH certifications are also hung in hippotherapy offices.
Personnel Handbook
*M7 written
If a OT or PT health professional is not also a PATH credentialed person, they will be assigned a PATH
registered instructor to work in conjunction with them during each class.
Personnel Handbook
M8 written
New OT or PT health professionals will: attend Volunteer Orientation, Horse Handling Classes, have a
contractual agreement, and will also be versed in Hippotherapy Policies and Procedures. Leaders or
sidewalkers also attend these trainings, and before each hippotherapy session the OT/PT will discuss and/or
practice specific issues that may be necessary for the rider. The OT/PT will give instructions on
handholds/transitions and or practice classes if necessary.
Personnel Handbook
*M9 procedure
All equine handlers during a hippotherapy class are trained to lead during Volunteer Orientation and/or Horse
Handling classes to monitor horse attitudes, soundness and any stress issues.
M10 written
The OT/PT will keep current RX from doctor, written initial assessments, written treatment plans, written
progress notes, written periodic reviews for each rider. This paperwork is kept in locked file cabinet in OT/PT
office.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL PROCEDURES – A7
Plan 1 (Major Injury)
1. The instructor appoints someone to:
A. telephone the emergency number and read directions to the facility that are hung beside the
telephone
B. remain at the barn area to direct emergency vehicle and reassure people in the arena
C. get the Emergency Medical Release form of the rider out of the file and give it to Instructor
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2. The instructor appoints volunteer to:
A. go to the road and wait for the emergency vehicle to arrive
B. advise drive to stop siren and have lights and sirens turned off so the horses will not be
frightened
C. tell the driver where the accident is and how to get there
3. Instructor will decide who will remain with the grounded rider and who will take class to the safest
confined area away from the accident
4. The class will continue in an orderly manner or return to the barn

Plan 2 (Minor Injury)
1.
2.
3.
4.

The needs of the individual should be met, i.e., Band Aid, ice, taken in or out of the heat, etc.
If the injured is a rider, have the horse taken back to the barn and properly attended to
If the person in need can not walk, have a car or vehicle driven to the area
The rest of the class should continue in an orderly manner

FIRST AID KIT – Located in the Foyer of the bathroom/storage room, and a portable kit is located in the office
Antiseptic Spray
Blood clotter
Band Aids
Eye and skin neutralizer
Non stick pads
Alcohol swabs
Non stick sterile pads
Triangular bandages
Aloe vera gel
Disposable emergency blanket

Antiseptic ointment
Telfa pads
Finger tip bandages
Instant ice packs
Scissors
Hydrogen peroxide
Gauze bandages
Caladryl
Sterile multi trauma compresses
Compress dressing

RISK MANAGEMENT
NATURAL HAZARDS SPECIFIC TO SITE
1. Ants – Periodically apply granules to mounds in the pasture or in the feed room as needed
2. Mice – Barn cats monitor the feed room and barn during the evening hours. Mice bait is put in the attic,
feed room, storage rooms to prevent infestation. Report any problems to the Staff
3. Flies – Fly spray is mixed as needed and always available to spray on horses at grooming
4. Snakes – Occasional sighting. Dog, cat and roadrunner population help dispose of snakes in the area.
Report sightings to Staff and they will dispose of any in the barn area.
5. Poisonous Plants – Staff keeps watchful eye in the pasture and removes bothersome or Poison Control
hotline telephone is 1-800-764-7661 if there are any questions. If you come in contact with any of the
above and have a reaction, wash and get help.
6. Wasps/Bees – During warmer months, wasp and bee nests are sprayed to destroy eggs. Wasp/bee
spray is kept in feed room and office. Please report sightings of nests to Staff.
7. Wild animals – Wild animals are occasionally sighted and heard during the night (coyotes, bobcats,
etc), but the donkey and dog population usually scares off any predators. There have been no
problems with coyotes or other wildlife attacking horses in the pasture. If a wild animal is observed,
please inform the Staff and call Animal Control at 1-800-481-0315.
8. Trees/branches down – Volunteers and staff have periodic work days to fell dead trees and branches
that are susceptible to high winds and dispose of them.
MANMADE HAZARDS SPECIFIC TO SITE
1. Fencing – Fencing is maintained by the staff and crew hired by All Star.
2. Roads through center – Roads are graded and ruts filled in by volunteers and staff of both All Star.
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3. Preparing and Maintaining arena flooring – Flooring is watered one to two times per week and disked
afterwards or as needed by All Star staff.
4. Chemical Spills – If a chemical spill occurs, please notify the hotline for cleanup instructions at 1-800424-8802.
OPERATION OF FACILITIES AND/OR EQUIPMENT
1. Tractor and other Farm Equipment – All Star staff, volunteers are responsible for maintaining farm
equipment, and only authorized people are allowed to drive the farm equipment. Signs posted.
2. Tack – Staff is responsible for periodic tack checks, usually between each semester. If you observe
any broken or worn tack, please bring it to the attention of the staff. Cleaning of tack is done at least
quarterly or as needed.
3. Electrocution – See Emergency Medical Treatment
4. Loss of electricity – Flashlights are located in office and feed room.
5. Loss of water – If the water company was contacted and there was to be a prolonged delay in repairing
water line, stock can be watered at the tank located on the property.
DISASTERS
1. Fire – (1) Call 911 for Fire Department. If classes are in arena, leave immediately.
(2) Move mounted riders and horses to the nearest gate exit. (Round Pen, or Pen 3/Pen 4)
and congregate in either round pen or Pen ¾.
(3) Volunteers, families and other personnel are to accompany riders
(4) Instructor may choose to dismount riders (in pens). Do not re-enter arena until safe to do so
2. Flood – (1) Move all horses to upper ground (indoor arena or upper pasture), or arrange transport to
another location. (2) Call and cancel classes. If a flash flood occurs during class time (1) if any riders
are mounted, remove the rider and take to higher ground (inside arena aisle) and volunteers and other
personnel are to accompany riders (2) if there is no imminent danger remove tack and leave horses in
indoor arena. Occasionally there is a flash flood in lower pasture (1) remove pasture horses to higher
ground (upper pasture), (2) count the horses to see if they are all there (3) if not, begin to check the
wash on the east side of FM 2738 to see if they were washed downstream. (4) Call the vet as needed.
3. Tornado – Preferred shelter is in either the Tack Room or the Storage Room off main aisle. (1) if
classes are in session – remove riders from horses and walk/carry to one of the shelter rooms (2) rider
families, volunteers and staff are to accompany riders (3) volunteers are to leave horses (still tacked) in
indoor arena, (4) instructors will take bridle off and, if time, the rest of the tack. (4) Afterwards, staff will
check for loose electric lines and any damage before people leave shelter area.
4. Hurricane – Usually, there are no hurricane effects this far North, we have adequate time to prepare (1)
prepare for shortages of potable water or feed for the horses (2) if high winds or storms are forecast,
cancel classes (3) Tie down all loose material that may harm either people or horses
5. Earthquake – If classes are in Arena, dismount and leave immediately.
(1) Move mounted riders and horses to the nearest gate exit. (Round Pen or Pen 3/Pen 4)
(2) Volunteers, families and other personnel are to accompany riders
(3) Instructor may choose to dismount riders (in pens). Do not re-enter arena until safe to do so.
HAZARDS SPECIFIC TO USE OF EQUINES
1. Human First Aid Kit - Clearly marked with cross in foyer between Bathroom and Store Room. Use as
necessary for bites, scratches, etc. Ice packs are in freezer of refrigerator in Volunteer room – use as
needed for bites or foot getting stepped on. Fill out Incident Report.
2. Horse First Aid Kit – Red or Black box with cross on it behind Ranch Manager’s desk in office. If a
horse is injured (cut, laceration or bite from another horse), inform instructors or Ranch Manager so that
they can treat the wound or call the vet. That horse may need to be removed from the Daily Schedule
for that day and replaced with another – inform other instructors.
3. Rider Coming off Horse – Volunteers and staff should be aware of correct Emergency Medical
Procedures. If necessary, the instructor will ask someone to call 911. The sign near the phone is
clearly marked with address and directions to center along with:
a. phone numbers for Emergency Medical Treatment
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b. Phone number of veterinarian
c. Phone numbers of any other pertinent emergency response people
5. Loose horses – Staff and/or volunteers maintain control of any riders that are mounted during a class.
Allow other staff or volunteers not being used in class to corner and catch the horse. If possible, radio
or send someone to alert other staff to help catch the horse.
CONDUCT OF PERSONNEL, PARTICIPANTS AND GUESTS
1. Inappropriate or abusive behavior to others
a. Personnel – The Program Director will address all concerns
b. Partipants – The Instructors are trained to deal with riders that become unsafe when
working with horses on ground or mounted. If a rider becomes abusive to anyone, the instructor
will either dismount and/or remove them from the working area of therapeutic riding classes.
If the rider is large and becomes unsafe, the Instructor will radio for assist to do so.
c. Guests – The Program Director will address any inappropriate or abusive behavior from guests
and ask them to leave premises or try to mediate the problem.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS – A4
OFFICERS
The officers of the board of directors are the president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer. The officers,
except for president, usually chair standing committees and assist the president by performing any duties the
president may assign.
PRESIDENT
The president of the board of directors shall be the chief executive officer of the corporation with general
management responsibility of the foundation. This individual will preside over and facilitate All Star Board
functions and board meetings. The president will be responsible for appointing committee chairpersons – or
similar functional functions with varied titles. The president will work very closely with the program director and
other functional heads in order to guide the direction of the organization, and he/she will also work closely with
ASEF board members to create policy for the foundation. The president should be active as a public
spokesperson for All Star Equestrian Foundation. He/She is also responsible for the timely preparation of all
books, reports, and certificates as required by law. The president will submit a progress report at the annual
meeting of the board of directors.
VICE PRESIDENT
In the event that the president is absent or unable to fulfill his duties, the vice-president assumes the
president’s role. He/She shall chair any committee’s assigned by the president.
SECRETARY
The secretary has two roles – recording secretary and corresponding secretary. The recording secretary
maintains the minutes and records of the organization, and is responsible for files and certificates required by
any federal or state law. He/She shall serve notices to members and is the official custodian of the
organization’s records. He/She may also be one of the officers required to sign checks and drafts.
The corresponding secretary is responsible for all the organization’s written correspondence. This
correspondence includes responding to requests for information on the center.
TREASURER
The treasurer is in charge of the proper care and custody of all money belonging to the organization. He must
be one of the officers who signs checks and drafts. He/She monitors the system of receiving and disbursing
funds and reports to the board of director’s recommendations for change on an annual basis. He/She
prepares financial reports, as needed by the board of directors. The treasurer also serves on the finance
committee to provide information regarding budget needs.
DIRECTOR
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The directors are in charge of fund raising, administrative decisions and they have voting privileges.

STAFF AND EMPLOYEE JOB DESCRIPTIONS – A4
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR – None at this time
The Executive Director is responsible for maintaining the overall purpose and direction of the organization.
The executive director is expected to make recommendations to the board of directors regarding any
significant issues or problems identified.
The primary duty of the executive director is to oversee administration, programs and strategic plan of the
organization. The executive director will assist others and help formulate and implement the funding programs,
develop contacts and sponsorship for the therapeutic horseback riding program and help initiate new
programs. These principal duties include, but are not limited to:
This individual is responsible for tracking all revenues and expenses that come through All Star and reporting
them to the Accounting Manager
Formulate and assist others to secure an on-going, fund raising program
Network with financial, corporate, individual, foundation and governmental agencies
Work with community outreach endeavors
Assist with organizing special events
Supervise grant applications and other necessary documentation on a timely basis
Manage administrative affairs of the organization
Intake of mail/financials and documentation
Recording check, cash and in-house credit card info revenues in ledger
Send all revenue information –check/cash/in-house credit card to Account Manager
Maintaining payments on rider’s accounts and reconciling balances
Make deposits to bank
Provide copies of donations received to office to Accounting Manager and to office for
preparation of donation receipts
Recording checkbook payments
Responsible for answering program inquiries as needed
Assist with financial management and budgeting
Oversee donor database
Prepare and submit required financial reports to accounting manager
Prepare and deposit revenues
Pay bills for All Star Equestrian
Prepare annual PATH INTERNATIONAL renewal and annual Markel insurance renewal
D&O Markel Insurance
Maintain current documentation for teaching staff
Facilitator for funding intake/quarterlies/8606/etc.
Scholarship application documentation to Committee
Maintain Personnel/Volunteer/Rider Handbooks
Assist with and help coordinate media exposure
Chair or find a chairman to edit and produce a semi-annual newsletter
Maintain a current and engaging brochure
Prerequisites: Thorough knowledge of program, experience with grant writing, financial experience, database
knowledge, good people skills, organized, 5 years’ experience in supervisory position
Attend Staff Meetings
Attend Board Meetings
Finance Committee
Attend Special Events as needed
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
The executive director reports to, and is managed by, the board of directors
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DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT – None at this time
The director of development will design and implement a comprehensive fund raising program to secure
private sector financial support for ASEF’s ongoing operating needs. Principal duties include, but are not
limited to:
(1) Researching, developing and implementing fund raising strategies and techniques
(2) Work in conjunction with the Board, committees, staff and volunteers to generate increasing
contributions, organizations, corporations, foundations and special events
(3) Design marketing strategies to support and ensure the success of all fund raising endeavors
(4) Accurately track and provide timely recognition of all donors solicited
(5) Supervise grant applications to be sent out with approval of Board
(6) Attend board meetings, staff meetings when appropriate
(7) Participate in strategic planning committee meetings
(8) Organize and attend all special events and provide support to fundraising chairpersons and
committees
Attend Board Meetings
Turns in timesheet by 28th of each month
The director of development reports to, and is managed by, the board of directors
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The program director is responsible for managing the day-to-day activities of the facility, horses, equipment
and tack, instructors, scheduling of classes.
Principal duties include, but are not limited to:
Help ensure that PATH INTERNATIONAL standards are adhered to:
All safety standards are met
Correct and current paperwork on riders, volunteers and staff
Progress notes are done on a timely basis for riders
Sending scholarship award notifications to approved riders
Coordinate and schedule exhibitions, competitive teams and equestrian events
Set up training schedule
Schedule horse, rider, tack, volunteer assignments
Arrange for horse transportation if necessary
Arrange for staff to help with packing up, setup and teardown for shows
Maintain adaptive equipment
Tack – arrange for staff to do tack check on timely basis
Helmets – arrange for staff to check and maintain
Supervise Staff
Hire, supervise and train staff – both administrative and program – after reviewing with board
Dismiss staff as necessary
Supervise staff meetings monthly
Give timesheets to Executive Director after collection
Act as liaison for instructors and staff to the Board for making recommendations or changes in
Program
Act as Liaison for riders/families/volunteers/instructors/staff
Be responsible for the daily operations of the equestrian facility and program including:
Maintaining safe and effective facility grounds
Maintain correct horse usage and saddle fit charts
Mentor in Instructor in Training programs
Instructor evaluations as needed
Ensuring that All Star has good instructors
Ensuring that all classes are safely covered with volunteers
Help coordinate with Executive Director, Chairperson or Board regarding special events or fundraising events
Develop yearly calendar
Maintain an ever-growing need for staff-rider-volunteer program development
Help select, evaluate horses suitable for the program, and search for horses that may be
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needed for a specific disability
Schedule: vet checks/farrier/worming/horse weigh-ins, saddle fits and keeps a written record
Maintain arena/pastures for classes
Maintain current feed chart in Feed Room
Order feed/wormer/supplements as needed
Maintain hay contacts, secure as needed
Ensure a good schooling program is in place – secure a Schooling Director
Provide Finance Committee of BOD with appropriate documentation on anticipated
financial needs of the facility to include fees for repairs, horses or equipment, salaries of staff
Supervise the overall program to ensure the quality of instructors, volunteers and safety (sit in on
classes and evaluate instructor methodology, volunteer involvement, safety standards and
quality of teaching) – if there is no Head Instructor
Attend Volunteer Orientation and confirm quality of horse knowledge section/Oversee Horse Handling
Develop class schedule each session –
Evaluate rider registrations and assign to class – according to age, riding ability, disability
Check daily schedule for correct saddle fit/rider weight/appropriateness of horse
Send rider confirmations
Coordinate with availability of instructors, volunteers, horses, tack
Coordinate Reaccreditation renewal every 5 years
Set up staff meetings to review standards
Attend CAT and appropriate certifications beforehand or send someone
Assist with fundraising events and outreach
Act as spokesperson at presentations
or arrange for board members to attend as needed
Supervise Ranch Hands – training/scheduling/hire or dismiss as needed
Co-manage Facebook
Co-schooling Manager
Minimum of 5 classes per week
Attend board meetings
Horse Committee
Finance Committee
Attend Staff Meetings
Attend Special Events
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
Prerequisites: Experience as instructor in PATH therapy program, experience in supervisory position,
extensive horse knowledge, organized, able to plan and execute future events, personable, PATH certified
instructor, current CPR/FA
The program director reports to, and is managed by, the board of directors
ASSISTANT PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Act as Director when PD is out, and also when scheduled AM or PM during week
Organize and implement training classes for instructors
Co-supervise and evaluate current instructor quality
Co-supervise and attend offsite horse shows
Schedule and secure correct paperwork for offsite shows with Office Asst and Vol Coordinator
Work with Volunteer Coordinator to ensure there are enough volunteers for shows
Schedule extra practices as needed
Coordinate and help prepare rider notebook containing paperwork for offsite shows
Prepare rider schedules for special events
Arrange horse transportation as needed
Arrange setup/teardown at shows
Secure people to help unload after show at ASEF
Webmaster maintaining website
Newsletter online quarterly or semi-annually
Assist in office as needed
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Help with rider evaluations
Help with outreach events
Help Manage Volunteer Orientation (horse knowledge section)
Co-Manage Facebook
Assist with training ranch hands as needed
Attend special events and fundraisers and help coordinate
Attend staff meetings
Member of Horse Committee
Co-Schooling manager
Maintain and check tack in good order – new requests to PD
Co-supervise horse health with PD
Minimum of 6 classes per week
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
Prerequisite: Extensive knowledge of PATH center requirements, good horse knowledge, organized, good
computer skills, able to work autonomously, PATH certified instructor, current CPR/FA
The Assistant Program Director reports to, and is supervised by the Program Director
HEAD INSTRUCTOR- none at this time
Prerequisites Experience as a certified PATH INTERNATIONAL therapeutic riding instructor, thorough
knowledge of running and supervising a working stable, horse first aid experience, and good supervisory skills,
current CPR/FA
Supervise day-to-day activities and classes onsite 2-3 days per week
Act as instructor/parent/rider liaison
Attend and supervise offsite shows
Organize and implement training classes for instructors- acquire info on local CEU clinics
Supervise Horse Handling classes-set criteria
Supervise/evaluate quality of current instructors
Supervise and attend offsite events
Schedule and secure correct registrations for shows and exhibitions
Setup adequate extra practices for preparing riders for special events
Coordinate rider notebook and correct paperwork for offsite shows with AdminAsst
Prepare rider schedules for special events
Prepare rider schedules for special events
Arrange horse transportation and packing for shows
Arrange for setup/teardown for shows and putting items up after show
Maintain horse first aid supply and travel kits
Horse tack donation intake-keep or sell
Sit on committee for purchase or donation of horses
Schedule 1 to 2 saddle fits per year & chart
Supervise horse training/schooling
Set up training schedule for PATH intern * help mentor
Maintain PATH standards and help coordinate accreditation every 5 yrs
Attend staff meetings & special events
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
The Head Instructor reports to, and is supervised by, the Program Director
PATH THERAPEUTIC RIDING INSTRUCTOR – part and full time – PATH CTRI
CRI – a term used with funding agencies. A PATH instructor that assists with OT/PT hippotherapy.
They are responsible for setting long and short term goals for therapeutic riding in conjunction
with the goals the OT or PT is achieving during a given class, and also keeps progress notes.
Hippo HH – a term used in OT/PT hippotherapy class, a PATH instructor that assists with
OT/PT hippotherapy as horse specialist and is responsible for meeting all PATH
Safety standards during class.
Pre-requisite: Certification from PATH, Intl as therapeutic riding instructor, current PATH membership, current
CPR/First Aid, good knowledge of therapeutic riding and some extensive horse knowledge
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The instructor will ensure and maintain the highest level of safety standards set forth by both PATH
INTERNATIONAL and All Star. The instructor is expected to communicate recommendations for identified
issues or problems regarding the program to the Program Director. The principal duties include, but are not
limited to:
Stable Management – Help organize, schedule and manage the volunteers and stable personnel to
ensure that the grounds meet all safety standards – arena, tack room, aisle, pens, etc.
Report equine medical needs to Program Director (or Ranch Manager)
Assist with schooling of therapy horses and feeding as needed
Request new tack as needed to Program Director
Program –
Develop and implement therapeutic riding classes appropriate for current participants
Assist with developing and training suitable program horses
School and condition program horses as needed, schooling
Develop and maintain safety procedures
Maintain progress notes, rider evaluations and quarterlies as needed for funding agencies
Maintain repor with volunteers, riders and their families and other staff
Ensure that assigned classes are safely covered with volunteers
Communicate with Volunteer coordinator – written message, email needs
Help with calling if needed
Assist with organization of special events – fundraisers, shows, exhibitions
Set up and teardown, packing up, horse transportation
Fill out Incident Reports as needed and give to Program Director
Maintain current PATH INTERNATIONAL membership, certification and CPR/First Aid and give copy to
Program Director
Be available to assist with mounting or dismounting in other classes as needed
Assist with caring and feeding of livestock when available
Attend Staff Meetings
Attend Special Events and help as needed
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
The therapeutic riding instructor reports to, and is managed by, the Program Director
OCCUPATIONAL OR PHYSICAL THERAPY HIPPOTHERAPIST
LICENSED HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL
Prerequisite: PATH AHA Training and certification to perform hippotherapy, attend Volunteer Orientation and
Horse Handling Classes, OT or PT licensure, professional liability insurance, CPR/FA current
The OT or PT hippotherapist follows is responsible for providing customized therapy in either office or arena
setting
The health care professional will bring the rider to the arena when ready and assist with mounting and
dismounting
The health care professional will give extra training beforehand if needed to the team of assists. This could
include a mock mount/dismount or support holds
The health care professional will give direction to team of assists
Pre-class the health care professional will set out any props they would like to use during class
Work on specific OT or PT long and short term goals and set the length of the class
Complete paperwork and notes as required afterwards
If an OT PT health care professional is not also a PATH certified instructor, they will require a
CRI or HippoHH (PATH certified instructor) to assist as horse handler during their class.
Coordinate with CRI on lesson plan pre-class
Contacts initial inquiries for hippotherapy and researches insurance availability
Turns in time sheet by last day of each month
The OT PT hippotherapist reports to, and is supervised by, the Program Director
PATH INTERNATIONAL INSTRUCTOR IN TRAINING
The duties of the Instructor in Training are the same as Riding Instructor listed above, but include the following:
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Prepare lesson plans before each class and get approval from supervising instructor or PD
Be available for every aspect of the facility as learning experiences and attend special
training workshops – Volunteer Orientation/Horse Handling/Mount-Dismount Clinics
Study material provided by Program Director or other instructors
Be willing to accept instruction and supervision from other instructors or Program Director
Maintain proper paperwork for certification
School all therapy horses
Prerequisites: Current approval from PATH to be given to Mentor, PATH member, completed all required
PATH paperwork prior to internship, able to work for at least 6 months at our center, available to help with
classes/special events/horse care as needed
The PATH Intl. Instructor in Training reports to the Program Director
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
Pre-requisites: Personable and able to multi task, organized, good computer skills, able to liaison between
volunteers and staff, good knowledge of volunteer training and class structure.
The Volunteer Coordinator will implement all aspects of the volunteer program at All Star. This includes
working with individuals, corporate, church, school and family groups. Principal duties include, but are not
limited to:
Supervise volunteer recruitment, training and retaining, quarterly vol orientations
New volunteer reception and tour
Track volunteer time on Virtual Time clock, track hours for end of year recognition
Schedule and maintain volunteers for classes
Prepare and distribute one-page weekly schedule for staff – track absences
Maintain current paperwork on volunteers
Supervise quarterly volunteer training
Schedule and recruit volunteers for special events and collect correct paperwork
Maintain and update volunteer handbook and send TY to volunteers after special event
Evaluate effectiveness of volunteer opportunities and suggest improvement
Background checks on volunteers
Possibly chair an event or fundraiser
Field incoming calls if Admin/Office asst not here
Prepare volunteer notebook with current paperwork for each event
Be available to help with classes if needed
Organize travel administrative box for shows – human first aid kit
Organize refreshments for vols at events
Maintain helmets in good working order
Attend staff meetings
Attend Special events
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
The Volunteer Coordinator reports to, and is managed by, the Program Director
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT –
Responsible for assisting and is secretarial support staff for the Executive Director/Program Director and Board
of Directors. Principal duties include, but are not limited to:
Reception – greet people as they enter office and refer them to appropriate staff member
Assist Chairpersons with graphic design, flyers, or any other creative decoration
Accept payments or donations and file accordingly
Maintain the Daily Schedule for the tack room
Checking answering machine and writing and distributing messages
Maintain office equipment, services and repair
Ensuring timely recognition and thank you for cash donors (within 2 weeks)
Fielding incoming phone calls and referring to correct person or filling out the appropriate
paperwork and sending to rider or volunteer
Organizing traveling
Maintain database on inventory of promotional items
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Reserve hotel rooms as needed for Special Events
Create signage for barn area as needed and maintain calendar information in glass cabinet
Maintain current forms for handouts
Maintain Traveling Office Box
Attend and help/assist at Special Events
Attend Staff Meetings
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
Prerequisite: Good computer skills, organized, able to work with graphic programs and create PR or
advertising materials as needed, personable
The Administrative Assistant reports to, and is managed by, the Program Director
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Responsible for assisting and is support staff for the Program Director, Executive Director, Volunteer
Coordinator and Instructors. Principal duties include, but are not limited to:
Sending thank you to gift-in-kind donors within 2 weeks of receiving donations
Maintain Rider and Volunteer database
Input all current information for both riders and volunteers from semester registrations
and annual paperwork into database
Track when rider forms are about to expire and send new paperwork/followup
Track when volunteer forms are about to expire and inform Volunteer Coordinator
Prepare database reports as needed for rider info, volunteer info, grant info, etc
Field incoming calls as needed if office assistant not here
Fill in for front office as needed
Quarterly registration forms each semester and prepare for printing
Email or mail quarterly registration forms for riders and volunteers
Prepare informational inserts
Send rider confirmation letters
Rider Special events and Shows
Hang signup sheet
Prepare binder for show or event with all required paperwork for riders
Send information letter to rider with maps, dates and requirements pre event
Help organize decorations or food as needed
Help with special events and shows as available
Be available to help volunteer with classes if needed
Attend Special Events as needed
Attend Staff Meetings
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
Prerequisite: Good computer skills, database knowledge, personable, organized
The Office Assistant reports to, and is managed by, the Program Director
ACCOUNT MANAGER /TREASURER
Pre-requisite: Good accounting knowledge, good computer skills, organized
This individual is responsible for:
Receiving revenue information and inputting into QuickBooks/categorizes receivables
Tracks PayPal/Facebook/funding agency/online receivables and credits correct categories
And transfer payments and/or maintenance fees as needed
Maintains scholarship balance sheet
Creates and maintains balance sheet and profit and loss
Payroll from timesheet information sent at end of each month
Payroll taxes online
Maintains rider balances and sends to office weekly
Attends special events that require check-in/checkout at auction as needed
Reconciling bank statements
Invoicing
At the beginning of the session, middle of session and end of session as needed
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Adjusting invoices as needed during session due to weather/absence/major medical, etc.
Billing Statements
At end of session, prepare billing statements showing balance due on all accounts
Promotional Items
Categorize and maintain records of promotional income and expenses
Prepare reports as requested for grant writing, proposals or annual renewals
Prepare reports as needed by Program Director for “funds available” on budget expenses
Tax Issues
Immediately address any IRS or tax items or pass to responsible party
Send specialized receipts, statements or invoices as requested
Annual statement and payment due by 1/20 for sales tax on promo item sales
Provide, file with government and maintain New Hire paperwork for new employees
Form 990 due by 5/15. Gather info required by CPA and submit
Prepare appropriate 1099s for services paid over $600 per year. Due to
payees by 1/31. Form 1096 with 1099s due by 2/28 to IRS
Prepare appropriate W-2s for wages paid during year. Due to payees
By 1/31. For W-3 with W-2s due by 2/28.
By 15th day of each month, deposit checks online for IRS for social security,
Medicare and wage withholding amounts for each employee
By 30th day after end of each quarter, file 941 form with IRS regarding FICA
And wage withholding amounts for each quarter
By 30th day after end of each month, fill quarterly report form with payment
To Texas Workforce Commission.
The Accounting Manager reports to, and is managed by, the Board of Directors
AGENCY FUNDING MANAGER
Prerequisite: Good bookkeeping knowledge, thorough experience with funding agencies, good
people skills, organized, good computer knowledge
Maintain good repor with funding agency bookkeeping staff
Collects data/progress notes and sends to agencies as due
Acquiring signatures of instructor’s/family representatives as needed for funded riders
Calls in with automated attendance system as required for funding agencies as needed
Weekly or bi-weekly invoices as required for funded agency riders as due
Report distribution of automatic deposit funding revenues to Account Manager
Maintaining funding agency paperwork
Preparing all paperwork need for each agency
Acquiring signatures of instructor’s/family representatives as needed
Attaching progress notes for agencies
Sending on a timely basis
Attends special events that require check-in/checkout auction as needed
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
The Agency Funding Manager reports to, and is supervised by, the Program Director.
RANCH MANAGER – none at this time
Prerequisite: Available 24/7, responsible and organized, good knowledge of all livestock on premises,
knowledge of livestock first aid, feeding requirements, experience with farm machinery and farm repair,
welding, experience driving and operating farm machinery.
This person is responsible for the maintenance of the horses, facility and equipment. Principal duties include,
but are not limited to:
Caretaker for arena and facility – fencing/repair/maintain machinery, etc
Schedule work/cleanup days
Monitor supply of feed, hay and supplements and replenish as needed
Water and disc arena as needed
Replace feed/water buckets that are broken or need repair
Maintain feed charts in Feed Room
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Drag upper pasture and any pens that need it weekly
Spread manure piles as needed
Pest control
Keeping pens, stalls, pastures, fencing, and arena in good working order & clean of debris
Keeping water troughs in good working order and freshened
Fixing water lines/hydrants as needed
Arranging for hay to be moved into Hay Stall
Arranging for mowing to be done as needed
Moving round bale to lower pasture as needed
Schedule and maintain horses/livestock – feed, vet, wormers, farrier – maintain records
Administer First Aid and medications as needed
Schedule quarterly weigh in of horses to readjust feed as necessary
Supervise and assist ranch hands for daily feed schedule
Train ranch hands – feeding, mucking stalls/pens, clean up & put away all equipment,
keep barn aisle swept and free of obstacles/debris
Be on call for any equine emergencies or concerns
Advise Program Director of any concerns, repairs that are needed or equipment needed for fencing, pens,
stalls, or any other safety concern
Attend Staff Meetings
Attend Special Events
Turns in timesheet by last day of each month
The Ranch Manager reports to, and is managed by, the Program Director
SCHOOLING MANAGER VOLUNTEERS
Pre-requisite: Good knowledge of training and conditioning therapy horses.
The Schooling Manager maintains schooling guidelines and assigns and schedules schoolers into program.
Principal duties include, but are not limited to:
Select, evaluate and train horses suitable for the program as needed (written)
Go through board appointed horse Committee for approval of new horses
Develop and ensure good schooling program is in place
Maintain schooling guidelines (written)
Train schooling team and develop training program for individual horses as needed
Advise ranch manager of needs – pens, additional feed, concerns, etc
Attend staff meetings
Attend Special Events as needed
The Schooling Manager reports to, and is managed by, the Program Director
RANCH HANDS
These individuals are responsible for the maintenance of the horses, facility and equipment. They will be
responsible for:
Maintenance of the stalls, pens, facility, cleanup, pasture, fencing – and they report problems to the Ranch
Manager
Scheduled feeding and watering
Following training directives of Ranch Manager
Advising Ranch Manager of any veterinary care that is needed
Advise Ranch Manager if any supplies need to be replenished in feed room
Clean tack
Rearrange, organize and clean feed room as needed
Help keep facility clean and aisles clear of obstacles
Turn in timesheet by end of each month
Prerequisite: Prefer horse knowledge, will train as needed, physically fit
Ranch hands report to, and are managed by, the Ranch Manager (or Program Director)
VOLUNTEERS – Leaders/Side walkers/Administrative/Show
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Volunteers are individuals that donate their time and efforts at our facility to help out with the therapy program.
There are many positions that volunteers can fill from helping with classes, administrative help, fundraising
help, special events, horse shows, maintaining the facility, etc.
Requirements: All volunteers must attend volunteer orientation, read Volunteer Handbook and be a minimum
of 14 years of age, in good health and physically fit
Volunteers will be managed by Volunteer Coordinator and Instructors
Prerequisite: must fill out annual paperwork for center, physically fit, able to walk for one hour without fatigue,
minimum 14 years of age, attend Volunteer Orientation
PT/OT HIPPOTHERAPY VOLUNTEERS
All volunteers must first attend a volunteer orientation, Horse Handling classes, be familiar with the Volunteer
Handbook, be a minimum of 14 years of age. They also must maintain current Volunteer Registration
information and liability forms. PT/PT hippotherapy volunteers will also receive additional instruction from the
health care professionals on how to handle specific issues with the rider, and they must be trained to be aware
if the horse becomes stressed through the various positioning and work the hippotherapist will be doing.
PT/OT hippotherapy volunteers are screened by PD, PT/OT therapist and instructor.
SCHOOLER VOLUNTEERS
A schooler is a person trained by the Schooling Manager to help work with, train, condition and exercise the
therapy horses. A schooler must be capable of riding with good posture, a balanced seat, gentle hands, know
how to lunge a horse, and must also be able to correct a problem with a horse when necessary. Each
schooler must be approved and go through training with the Schooling Manager.
Requirements: Approval by Schooling Manager, Volunteer Orientation, Horse Handler requirements
Schoolers report to, and are managed by, the Schooling Manager
HORSE HANDLER VOLUNTEERS
Horse Handlers are volunteers that have gone through the entire series of Horse Handling classes and the
Horse Handling Intro course put on quarterly by ASEF.
These clinics help the horse handler to become aware of special problems that arise with certain horses during
the year along with new safety standards. Also, the accepted way of tacking, correcting and leading a therapy
horse will be discussed. Horse behavior is emphasized and horse handlers are encouraged to study nonresistance training. Horse handlers are encouraged to attend refresher courses each year. Also, a Horse
Handler is expected to correctly perform grooming, tacking, leading, sidewalking, and all horse duties and be
able to help train new volunteers with methods used at All Star. They will act as role models for the other
volunteers and will be asked to “buddy up” with new volunteers. Horse Handlers are able to work with “horse
handler” horses that require a more horse savvy person.
Prerequisites: Volunteer Orientation, Horse Basics, good health, physically fit, knowledge of each horse that is
on the horse handler wall and how to handle their issues, minimum 14 years of age
Horse Handlers will be managed by Instructors and Volunteer Coordinator.
LEADER VOLUNTEERS
Leaders are volunteers that have gone through at least three Horse Handling classes along with the Horse
Intro Course and have been deemed ready to be responsible for leading a horse during class. The leader will
be a person that is horse savvy, has a good awareness of horse behavior, aware of horse safety measures,
must be able to handle and/or correct a horse appropriately on the ground when they misbehave. A leader is
responsible for the horse only, and they must never let go of the horse’s lead rope during class. Leaders
should not attend to the rider unless asked to do so by the instructor. Also, a leader should always check to
see that the horse is properly groomed and correctly tacked before class – right tack, girth tightened to stage
two, bridle and reins on. The leader will lead the horse to the middle of the arena when asked, check the girth
for the second time, and bridle the horse. If the horse is misbehaving due to problems with the rider and/or
side walkers, the leader should pass this information on to the instructor and work on correcting the problem
before continuing class. After class, a leader should take the bridle off in the middle of the arena and tie the
horse with a safety knot on the appropriate wall for untacking.
Prerequisites: Volunteer Orientation, Horse Handling, Horse Intro, good physical health with no physical or
mental impairments that may endanger themselves or the rider, physically fit enough to be able to walk up and
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down hills for one hour without undue fatigue, knowledge of each horse they lead, minimum 14 years of age–
personality, training, quirks - and how to handle them efficiently, knowledge of how to correct a problem when
leading a horse without alarming the rider or other volunteers, training on how to work with a rider – listening to
their commands before asking horse to move or stop, watching their reining in their peripheral vision to turn the
horse when they attempt reining, allowing rider to do as much of the reining as possible, able to listen to
instructor and help support instruction, trained to lead a horse through a block and ramp mount, extensive
knowledge of how ASEF grooms, tacks and handles their horses, completely aware that they are never to let
go of horse’s lead rope, must be 14 years of age
Leaders will be managed by Instructors and Volunteer Coordinator
SIDEWALKER VOLUNTEERS
A sidewalker is responsible for the rider only. Side walkers should check the Daily Schedule when arriving and
find out where they should stand to wait before their rider is mounted (block or ramp mount). The instructor
should give the sidewalker instructions: if and where to apply handholds or support, whether or not to
verbalize with rider, how to assist rider with hand position and reins, whether there are any special health
problems to watch for. Sidewalkers should not touch, pet or lean on horses. Instructors should also inform
sidewalkers of any special problem areas with horses – where to stand if horse kicks out occasionally, etc.
Prerequisites: Volunteer Orientation, good physical health with no physical impairments that may cause them
to endanger themselves or the rider, physically fit enough to walk up and down hills for one hour without undue
fatigue, knowledge of the horse and how to avoid putting themselves in harm’s way, minimum 14 years of age,
when sidewalking, compassion for the rider, enough knowledge of the rider’s disability to speak correctly to
them and aid them physically when needed, must be 14 years of age
Sidewalkers will be managed by Instructors and Volunteer Coordinator
JR VOLUNTEEERS
Junior Volunteers are volunteers age 13 years of age that are too young to assist during classes. They are
allowed to come on Saturdays only and must be accompanied by an adult and sign regular volunteer
paperwork with their parent’s signature. They are supervised by office staff and/or a volunteer. Job duties
would include: cleaning stable area, watering horses, mucking stalls/pens, throwing hay to horses, emptying
trash, ranch work, assisting during classes with games or opening/closing gates, leading horses out of arena
between classes, etc.
Requirements: Minimum age 13, good physical condition, able to follow direction well from supervisor, mature
enough to know class safety issues, have minimum horse knowledge, attend Volunteer Orientation
Jr Volunteers will be managed by Instructors and Volunteer Coordinator
UNIFIED RIDERS
A unified rider is chosen by instructors from volunteers that express an interest in volunteering actively as a
rider during classes. Their responsibilities include: leading or riding drag during trail rides, acting as an
assistant to the instructor during class, creating a peer group for the challenged riders by verbally encouraging
them, competing in eligible unified events at horse shows, helping prepare horses for class. Prerequisites:
must be 14 years of age, have good working knowledge of the All Star way to tack and groom, knowledgeable
about working around and with horses, compassionate and hard working.
Unified Riders will be managed by the Instructor instructing their class and Volunteer Coordinator.
DISCRIMINATION IS AGAINST THE LAW
All Star Equestrian Foundation complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on
the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex. ASEF does not exclude people or treat them
differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex
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ALL STAR EQUESTRIAN FOUNDATION
P. O. BOX 892
MANSFIELD, TEXAS 76063
817-477-1437
FAX: 817-473-9175
E-MAIL: Veronica@allstarequestrian.org
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Tamie Morgan– President
John Amodei – Vice President
Dan Hornback – Treasurer
Ken Morgan – Board Secretary
Brad Boustead – Director
Mark Cameron– Director
Veronica Merrill – Director
Cindy Stringer - Director
STAFF
Veronica Wolfe – Program Director/Path Instructor/Schooling Director
Emilie Thomason – Asst Program Director/Path Instructor/Webmaster
Cynthia Amodei – Founder/Path Instructor
Heidi Alexander – OT Hippotherapy
Catherine Arnold – Volunteer Coordinator
Cindy Burch – Funding Agency Manager
Prairie Endres Parnell – Path Instructor
Jane Neal – Path Instructor, PT Hippotherapy
All Staff reports to the Program Director
Revised 10/31/2022
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